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This report describes the modifications made to the CDC
3600 NASAP version 1.1 at Illinois Institute of Technology
to:
.	 1. permit it to function with F level Fortran IV on
.	 the Ial 360/40 computer system, and
2. make it more useful than the original version for
the design of linear communication circuits.
In the process of making these modifications, a number of
F
	 minor errors in the original version have been corrected.
This report is divided into two main sections. The
first of these is a description of the use of this version
(hereafter called IIT NASAP) with coding rules and exampl-:s.
The second portion is a description of the program modifica-
tions, flow graphs of :he added subroutines, and a print-
out of the program.
The original program has been well documented in McNamee
and Potash. 1
 For answers to any questions pertaining to the
original version, the reader is referred to that report. The










is unique among linear circuit analysis programs
uses the signal flow graph method of Shannon and
modified by Happ3 to compute a transfer function
1
It
in terms of the complex frequency variable,s. The program
is user oriented, that is, the means of communication be-
tween the user and the computer is a simple input language
requiring no knowledge of computer programming. The outputs
of the basic NASAP program are many and varied. These are:
1. The transfer function printed out as the ratio
of two polynomials in complex frequency.
2. The poles and zeros of the transfer function.
3. A Bode plot of the transfer function.
4. The impulse response of the transfer function
in functional form and as a plot versus time.
5. The sensitivity of the transfer function with
respect to any network element.
In addition to these outputs, IIT NASAP has additional out-
put options:
1. Tables and plots of the error between the
transfer function magnitude or phase and
specified magnitudes or phases.
2. Plots of both the transfer function magnitude
or phase and specified magnitudes or phase.
3. The total squared error between obtained and
specified responses.
4. Evaluation of the transfer function in terms of
"s" as a real variable.
The version of NASAP described in this report has other addi-
tional features. These include:
2
1. An automatic parameter variation routine per-




3. T.rput and output by remote teletype for the IBM
360/40 Remote Job Entry System.
The input coding for IIT NASAP is identical to other versions
with the exception of the additional control cards required
to permit the exercise of the additional options.
2.2 Coding Preparation
The first step in using NASAP consists of modeling the
circuit to be analyzed to accommodate the types of elements
permitted in NASAP. These elements consist of:
1. Independent voltage sources
2. Dependent voltage sources
a. Controlled by a branch voltage




6. Dependent current sources
a. Controlled by a branch voltage
b. Controlled by a branch current
7. Independent current sources.
Only one independent source (either a voltage source or a
current source) is permitted. No mutual inductance is
It
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allowed, it must be modeled with self inductors (T equiva-
lent circuit, valid if the two mutually coupled inductors
have a common node) or self inductors with controlled voltage
sources for the general case. Element values (R, L, C) may
be positive or negative. The total number of elements can-
not exceed 31; however numerical accuracy problems arise if
more than about 20 elements are used. The maximum number of
branches that can be connected to any one node cannot exceed
nine.
The procedure f-r coding a problem in NASAP is best
illustrated by an example. The circuit that is considered
is the same one appearing in Coding Instructions for NASAP
69/1 4 (hereafter referred to as Gaertner). Using this ex-
ample has the advantage of pointing out the differences be-
tween standard NASAP and IIT NASAP. The circuit is shown in
Figure 2.1.
The elements in the circuit are numbered R1, R2, etc.
with a unique number associated with each network element.
The conventional symbols R, L, and C are used to delineate
the passive components. Sources are similarly numbered.
For example, I1, I2, etc. represent current sources one and
two. Voltage sources use the notation V1, v2, etc. The
numbers do not have to be consecutive, however no number
greater than 99 can be used.
Since NASAP does not have a built-in model for a trans-
sistor, it is necessary to use circuit models for such de-























6device is acceptable. Gaertner has used the hybrid pi,5
which is an excellent high frequency model for a bipolar
transistor. The elements of the model must also be numbered.
Figure 2.2 shows the circuit with the equivalent transistor
circuit embedded.
The dependencies of the controlled sources must be
clearly indicated. More is said about this aspect of the
coding problem later.
The next step in the modeling procedure is to number all
nodes. A node is defined as being the junction of two or
more elements. The node numbers must start with number 1
and increase consecutively. It is important to remember
that no more than nine elements can be connected to any one
node. If more than nine elements are connected to a node in
the circuit diagram, the artifice of splitting the node into
two nodes connected with a resistor of 0.0 ohms can be used
to circumvent this limitation in the program. Node number 1
should be the node with the maximum number of branches
attached, usually the ground node. While not absolutely
necessary, this procedure speeds up the running of the pro-
gram.
After the nodes have been numbered, current directions
are assigned to all branches. The voltage directions assoc-
iated with these currents are the conventional ones. For
passive elements, current enters the positive end of the
branch, while for sources, current leaves the positive ter-
minal. Figure 2.3 shows the circuit with the nodes numbered







































































It is assumed, for purposes of illustration, that the
transfer function desired for the circuit of Figure 2.1 is
either I 0/I 1 or V0/V1 . The value of I 1 can be set to any
numerical value. The denominator of the transfer function
must always be the symbol representing the independent source,
which is usually set equal to unity. Since the circuit is
linear, and the output is the ratio of the output variable
to I1 , the transfer function is the value of the output
variable (I0or V0) when the input current is one ampere.
2.3 Preparation of Input Coding
The actual input coding for conventional transfer
function analysis is the same as for NASAP 69/I. There are
some cards that are peculiar to the IIT operating system.
These are included for purposes of completeness, and are
indicated with an asterisk. The IIT version is permanently
stored on a disc, so the user need only supply the informa-
tion to retrieve the program from the disc and the input
data for the problem.
The cards (or teletype instructions) fall into three




These cards are described in this section.
Control Cards
1.	 ID Card or ID Strip
The first card required is an identification card, giv-
ing the user's account number and priority. In the case of
I
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ethe teletype user, a Mylar strip is used in place of a card,
and this is run through the paper tape reader on the teletype
console.
2. JOBPARAM
The second card, the JOBPARAM card, sets the time and
line limits on the program. The form of this card is:
//bJOBPARAMbT = 1.00, L = 2000
which sets a time limit of one minute and an output limit of
two thousand lines of printing. The lower case "b" repre-
sents a blank space. Blank spaces are not permitted else-
where and must appear where indicated. The first slash must
appear in column one.
3. Program Calling Card
The program is stored on a disc file, consequently an
instruction is required to call the program from the disc
and place it into the core. This is done with the following
card:
//bEXECbNASA00
The first slash must appear in column one. The last two
symbols are zeros, .aot the letter 0.
4. Problem Card
The last control card before the circuit description
must contain the letter N in the first column and is normally
used to identify the problem. For example, this card might
be of the form
NASAP PROBLEM 1234.
The cards immediately following this card contain the circuit
description as well a:l the output options. The format of
10
Ithese cards is discussed in the next section. Other control
cards are required following the problem description and
option cards. These are the Concluding Control Cards.
	
5.	 Concluding Control Cards
Three additional cards are required after the problem
description and the option cards. These cards are the follow-
ing:
QU ZT
The first symbol of each card must appear in column 1.
To clearly show the order of the control cards, a
sample program is given below:
ID Card
JOBPARAM T = 1:00, L = 2000
EXEC NASA00
N COMMON EMITTER AMPLIFIER NO. 1
---------------------





1.	 Coding of Passive Circuit Elements
NASAP usps a free format input. This means that in
the problem description any number of blank spaces can be
used as delimiters. The general form for the element cards
is:
11
ELEMENT IDENTIFIER	 FORM NODE	 TO NODE	 VALUE
For example, for the element R3 of the circuit of Figure 2.3,
the card would take on the form:
R3 2 3 25
where R3 identifies the element, the defined direction of
current goes from node 2 to node 3, and the value of the re-
sistance is 25 ohms. It is not necessary to use fundamental
units (ohms, henries, and farads), since NASAP recognizes
appropriate powers of ten in the value column. This is
accomplished by using the appropriate abbrevation K, M, U,
or P. For example, element Cl has a value of 94 pF. It can
be coded as:
Cl
	 3	 4	 94P	 or	 Cl	 3	 4	 94PF	 or	 Cl 3 4 94.OP
As shown in the last case, decimal points can be used if de-
sired. The program actually ignores the F after the P as in
the second case, but its use is preferred by some.
Depending upon the type of element, the letters can take
on different meanings. This is illustrated is Table 2.1.
Table 2.1	 Power of Ten Abbrevations
ELaSENT NO LETTER	 K	 M	 U	 P
Resistor	 ohms	 kilohm megohm	 -	 -
Inductor henries	 - millihe^ry microhenry
	 -
Capacitor	 farad	 -	 -	 microfarad picofarad
If any element has the value zero, it must be coded as 0.0.
Leaving out the decimal point will terminate the program with
an error message.
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The elements can be listed in any order desired. It
may be desirable to follow a logical order to ensure that no
elements have been left out.
2.	 coding of Controlled Sources
The general form for coding controlled sources is:
ELEMENT IDENTIFIER	 FROM NODE	 TO NODE	 DEPENDENCY
For example, controlled source I2 depends upon the voltage
across Cl, so it is coded as
12 5 4 0.056 VC1
where VC1 means the voltage across Cl. The transconductance
of the source is 0.056, so the current in source I2 is set
equal to 0.056 times the voltage across Cl. If it is de-
sired to have the current in I2 depend upon the current
through R4, this could be coded as
12 5 4 100.8 IR4
Since 100.8 = 0.056 x 1.8 x 10 3 , this instruction would give
the same answer as the previous one.
When specifying the dependencies of controlled sources,
care must be taken, or incorrect answers will result. This
is due to the way NASAP chooses independent voltage and
current variables. The program chooses a set of branches
whose voltages determine the currents in those branches and
another set of branches whose currents determine the voltages
of this set of branches. Loosely speaking, some branches
are voltage controlled while others are current controlled.
When dependent sources are present, and are controlled
by voltages, these voltages must be the voltages of the
13
•voltage controlled branches. When sources are controlled
by currents, these must be the currents of current con-
trolled branches. Once the technique used by NASAP to set
up this dichotomy is known, it is not difficult to choose
the correct controlling branch.
Central to the technique of splitting branches into
voltage controlled and current controlled branches is the
concept of a tree. A tree is a network containing the
minimum number of branches connecting all of the nodes of
the network together. It can be easily shown that a tree:
1. has no closed paths
2. contains N-1 branches if the network con-
tains N nodes.
The tree branches are the voltage controlled branches, while
those branches not in the tree are the current controlled
branches.
Since many different trees can exist for the same net-
work, it is necessary to know how NASAP chooses a tree. This
choice is made in the following order: First, if the network
contains an independent voltage source, it is chosen as a
tree branch. Next, the dependent voltage sources are placed
in the tree, one at a time, in the order they are read into
the program in the problem description. Next, the capacitors
are included, in the order they appear in the problem des-
cription. If any capacitor or source, when added to the
tree introduces a closed path, it is deleted from the tree.
This process continues with resistors and inductors. Current
sources (either dependent or independent) are never branches
14
fof a tree. If the input list given by Gaertner (page 16),
reproduced below in Figure 2.4 is followed, the tree is gen-
erated as shown in Figure 2.5.
I1 1 2 1.0
R1 1 2 30K
R2 2 1 12K
R3 2 3 25
R4 3 4 1.8K
Cl 3 4 94PF
C2 3 5 6 PF
I2 5 4 0.056VC1
R5 4 1 1K
R6 5 1 5K
C3 5 6 1UF
C4 6 1 0.15UF
R7 6 7 0.02
L1 7 1 0.15UH
R8 6 1 50
Figure 2.4 Input List of Problem Description
There are no voltage sources, so the first elements of
the tree are the capacitors Cl, C2, C3, and C4. At the end
of this step, the partial tree consists of those branches
shown in Figure 2.5a. Next, the resistors are tested. Re-
sistor R1 connects nodes one and two. Only one node has not
been connected to the other nodes. This is node seven. Since
the program tests the resistors in the order they are pre-
sented in the input list, it checks R2, R3, R4, R5, and R6
in that order. It is noted that if any of these resistors is
added to the tree, loops are formed, which are not allowed in
a tree. Therefore these elements are not added as tree
branches. The next resistor that is tested is R7. This re-

















a. Capacitive Portion of Tree.
b. Complete Tree.
Fivure 2.5 Generation of Tree in NASAP
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aso it is accepted as a tree branch. No other elements need
be tested, since the tree is complete, i.e., all nodes are
connected together. The resulting tree is shown in Figure
2.5b.
All of the branches shown in Figure 2.5b are voltage
controlled branches. Consequently the voltages across these
branches can be useu as control variables for dependent
sources. Those branches not appearing in this Figure are cur-
rent controlled branches, and can be used to control current
/	 dependent sources.
If the order in which the resistors are listed is changed,
a different tree can result. For example, interchanging the
positions of R1 and R3 in Figure 2.4 would cause R3 to be a
tree branch, but not R1. As can be seen, the order in which
elements are listed in the problem description can be impor-
tant if dependent sources are present.
For the listing given in Figure 2.4, I2 depends upon the
voltage across Cl, which is a tree branch, consequently this
dependency is correct.
3.	 Output Specifications
Immediately following the last element card of the
problem description, the card
OUTPUT
beginning in column one must be inserted. This card signals
to the program that the elements have all been read in, and
that the next card will specify the transfer function desired.




which in this case, means that the transfer function desired
is just the ratio of the current through resistor R8 divided
by the current of the independent source. The current in R8
corresponds to the current I 0 in Figure 2.2.
In specifying the output transfer function, care must be
used in selecting the output current or voltage variables.
If the output is a voltage, this voltage must appear across
a tree branch. If the output is a current, this current must
be the current in an element not part of the tree. Thus, if
the ratio of V0/I 1 is desired (Figure 2.2), where V 0 is the
voltage between nodes 6 and 1, the voltage must be specified
as VC4. Zf the output is the current through R8, this is
permissible, since R8 is not part of the tree. The current
through C4 could not be chosen as an output vari *o1e, since
C4 is not a current controlled branch. Similarly, the volt-
age across R8 cannot be an output variable, since R8 is a
current controlled variable. If it would be desired to de-
fine a transfer function as the ratio of the current through
C4 to the independent source, another resistor could be added
in series with C4 whose value is 0.0 ohms, and the current
through this resistor, which is the current through C4, could
be used as the numerator of the transfer function.
The transfer function statement instructs the program
to print out the desired transfer function as the ratio of two
18
polynomials in the complex frequency variable, s. The co-
efficients of the polynomials contain four significant fig-
ures. This differs from the original version of NASAP and
NASAP 69/I which print out two and three significant figures
respectively. In addition to the transfer function, the
poles and zeros of the transfer function are computed and
printed out.
Following the transfer function card, are the option
cards. These are described in detail in the next section.
No option cards are needed, if only the transfer function
and the poles and zeros are ceded. Following the last op-
tion card, or the transfer function card if no options are
asked for, the card
EXECUTE
must appear. Actually, all that the computer recognizes is
the letter E in column one, but it is probably better to in-
clude the entire word, since it. makes the print out of the
problem more readable!. Following the EXECUTE card are the
three concluding control cards previously described.
The entire program listing for the circuit of Figure 2.1
is given in Figure 2.6.
19
ID CARD
JOB PAR,!-M T = 1:00, L = 2500
EXEC NASAOO
NASAP PROBLEM TUNED AMPLIFIER
Il 1 2 1.0
Rl 1 2 3OK
R2 2 1 12K
R3 2 3 25
R4 3 4 1.8K
Cl 3 4 94PF
C2 3 5 6 PF
I2 5 4 0.056VC1
R5 4 1 1K
R6 5 1 5K
C3 5 6 1UF
C4 6 1 0.15UF
R7 6 7 0.02
L1 7 1 0.151TI











To obtain a Bode plot of 20 log10 (transfer function
magnitude) and the phase angle of the transfer function as a
function of the logarithm of the radian frequency, the FREQ
card is used. This card is placed after the transfer function
card and has the following format:
FREQ N1 N2 N3
where N1 is the logarithm (to the base ten) of the lowest
radian frequency for which the frequency response is to be
computed, N2 is the logarithm (to the base ten) of the high-
est radian frequency for which the frequency response is to
be computed, and N3 is the logarithmic step size which deter-
mines the points at which the frequency response is calcu-
lated.
Consider a frequency card with the following specifica-
tions:
FREQ 3 6 0.1
This would generate a plot and table of the frequency response
from w = 10 3 to (1) = 10 6
 radians per second with ten frequency
points per decade.
2. Impulse Response
To obtain a plot and a table of the impulse response of
the network, a card with the following format is inserted
after the transfer function card.
21
ITIME X
where X gives the upper time limit for which the impulse
response is to be calculated. The program automatically
computes the impulse response at 100 equally spaced points
up to time X. As an example of this card, consider com-
puting the impulse response for 1 millisecond in 10 micro-
second steps. This would be coded as
TIME 0.001
This card would generate a printer plot and a table of the
impulse response in ten microsecond steps up to one milli-
second. In addition, the impulse response would be printed
out in equation form.
3.	 Sensitivity
The sensitivity of the transfer function with respect
to any element in the network is computed if the transfer
function card is modified in the following way. Consider
finding the sensitivity of the transfer function IR8/II1
with respect to capacitor C4. This would require that the
transfer function card take on the form
IR8/IIl/C4
where the additional slash and element identifier have been
added to the conventional transfer function card. At the
present time, IIT NASAP does not have the sophisticated
sensitivity analysis available in NASAP 69/I, but only con-
tains the simplified version described in McNamee and Potash.l




The original version of NASAP computes a transfer func-
tion in which the frequency variable is expressed in radians
per second. Using this basic system, for the analysis of
high frequency circuits, it is common to have exponent over-
flow occur. To prevent this from happening, the frequency
can be scaled. Two options are available. The frequency can
be expressed in kil.oradians per second or megaradians per
second. To use this scaling feature, a card containing
either one of the following sl sld be inserted somewhere be-
tween the Problem Card and the EXECUTE card.
KILORADIANS
MEGARADIANS
The K or M of the scaling card must be,
 in column one.
The scaling feature gives a scaled transfer function
with the basic unit of frequency being that stated on the
scaling card. Internally, all inductors and capacitors are
multiplied by 10 3 or 106 depending on the scaling used.
Whenever frequency is used in the program (with the Bode
plot, for example) the scaled frequencies must be used. This
means that when the KILORADIAN card is used, that w = 103
means one megaradian per second, not one kiloradian per second.
When the impulse response is used with frequency scaling,
the basic unit of time is changed. When the KILORADIAN card
is used, the basic unit of time becomes the millisecond, and
when the MEGARADIAN card is used, the basic unit of time be-
comes the microsecond. Thus for the time card described in
23
the previous section, if the KILORADIAN card is used, the
response will be calculated up to a time of 0.001 milli-
second, or one microsecond, in one hundred steps. Similarly,
if the MEGARADIAN card is used with this same TIME card, the
impulse response would be calculated up to a time of one
nanosecond in one hundred steps.
2.	 The Rerun Option
The rerun option permits a circuit to be analyzed a
specified number of times, with different element values each
time. It is not necessary to recode the problem for each run.
The element values can be varied according to simple arith-
metic or geometric progressions. One use for this option is
the determination of the effects of variations of transistor
parameters on the transfer function. The form of this option
card is as follows:
OPTNETbNbMbAbBbI
This card must appear between the OUTPUT card and the EXECUTE
card. The first letter of the word OPTNET must be in column
one.
The variable N is an integer variable which specifies
the number of times the problem is to be rerun. The circuit
will be analyzed N + 1 times, the first with the values
originally specified in the circuit description and an addi-
tional N times with the modified element values.
The variable M is an integer variable which specifies
the number of elements whose values are not modified by the
24
arerun option. All of the elements that are to remain un-
changed must be listed first in the circuit description.
The following elements can have their values modified: re-
sistors, capacitors, inductors, independent sources, dependent
sources.
The variable A is a decimal variable that specifies the
difference between element values when an arithmetic pro-
gression is desired. The general equation for a new element
value for the arithmetic progression is given by
Ek+l _ E  + ME 0 )
where E0
 is the original value of the element.
As an example of the arithmetic progression variation,
assume that a resistance, call it R2 was originally 1000
ohms. Its value is to be changed in steps of 100 ohms. Then
A is set equal tc 0.1. The firs analysis will be for the
case when
R2 = 1000
The second analysis will be for the case when
R2 = 1000 + 0.1(1000) = 1100
The third run will be for the case when
R2 = 1100 + 0.1(1000) = 1200
This variation continues until the N + 1 analyses have been
completed. When the arithmetic progression is used, both B
and I are set to 0.0.
r
	
	 If a geometric progression is desired, A is set equal to
0.0 and B and I must be specified. B is a decimal variable
and I is an integer variable. The general equation for a new
element value for the geometric progression is given by
25
•Ek+l - E  + B(Ek)I
If, for example, R2 = 1000 ohms originally, and B = 0.5 and
I = 1, then for the first analysis,
R2 = 1000
For the second analysis,
R2 = 1000 + 0.5(1000) 1 = 1500
For the third analysis,
R2 = 1500 + 0.5(1500) 1 = 2250
For the fourth analysis,
R2 = 2250 + 0.5(2250) 1
 = 3375
This modification continues until all of the N + 1 analyses
are completed.
Only one OPTNET card is permitted for each problem. If
more than one circuit element is varied, all will vary in the
same manner. For example, if R1 and R2 vary according to an
arithmetic progression and R1 = 500 ohms and R2 = 1000 ohms
originally, they simultaneously will change as shown below










As an example of the Rerun and Frequency Scaling options,
the circuit of Figure 2.1 is analyzed for different values of
R8. In this case, it is desired to determine the frequency
response when R8 = 25, 50, 75, and 100 ohms. The MEGARADIAN
frequency scaling card is also used. T -ne input coding for
26
this case is shown in Figure 2.7. In this figure, the
initial and concluding control cards have been deleted.
NASAP PROBLEM TUNED AMPLIFIER
I1 1 2 1
R1 1 2 30K
R2 2 1 12K
R3 2 3 25
R4 3 4 1.8K
C1 3 4 94P
C2 3 5 6 P
I2 5 4 0.056 VC1
R5 4 1 1K
R6 5 1 5K
C3 5 6 lU
C4 6 1 0.15U
R7 6 7 0.02
L1 7 1 0.15U




FREQ 0.5 1.0 0.01
OPTNET 3 14 1.0 0.0 0.0
EXECUT
Figure 2.7 Input Coding Showing Frequency Scaling
and Rerun Options
With the OPTNET card shown in Figure 2.7, the problem
will run four times, the first time with the initial value
specified in the input list, and for three subsequent values
in steps of twenty five ohms. Figures 2.8 through 2.15 show
the transfer functions and the magnitude plots for these four
cases.
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Figure 2.9 Magnitude Plot, R8 = 25 Ohms
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Figure 2.13 Magnitude Plot, R8 = 75 Ohms.
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Figure 2.15 Magnitude Plot, R8 = 100 Ohms.
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If a geometric progression is desired, for example, for
values of R8 of 25, 45, 81, and 145.8 ohms, the form of the
OPTNET card would be
OPTNET 3 14 0.0 0.8 1.0
This card would instruct the program to rerun the problem
three times for the values of R8 given above.
3.	 The Error Analysis Option
To make NASAP more convenient to use for frequency
domain design, a transfer function analysis option has been
added. With this option, it is possible to insert a desired
response into the program and obtain a comparison between
the response produced by the network and the desired one.
The response functions that can be inserted are of the low
pass, high pass, or bandpass type. In each frequency range,
constant transfer function magnitudes or the decibel equiva-
lents can be specified. In addition, a linear phase can also
be specified. The output of this option consists of a printer
plot of either both the desired and obtained responses or the
error between the two. In all cases, the sum of the squares
of the errors at the frequencies specified in the option card
is computed and printed.
The form of the option card is
HAli AL bN bN 1 bN 2 bN 3 bW 2 bW 3 bPbS
The integer variable N specifies the type of analysis desired.
If N = 1, 2, or 3. the error between the specified response
and the obtained response is computed at each frequency,
printed out, and plotted on the printer. If N = 4, 5, or 6,
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Iboth the specified and obtained functions are plotted on
the same scale. On the printer, the desired response is re-
presented by an *, the obtained response by a +, and where
both coincide, an X is used to plot the points.
If the variable N = 1 or 4, the response is assumed to
be the magnitude of the transfer function. The variable P
is a decimal variable that specifies the desired transfer
function magri.tude in the pass band, and the variable S is a
decimal variable that specifies the desired transfer function
magnitude in the stop band or stop bands.
If the variable N = 2 or 5, the response is assumed to
be the decibel equivalent of the magnitude of the transfer
function. This is
20 log10 lTransfer Functions
The variable P in this case specifies the pass band response
in decibels, wh'le S specifies the response in the stop band(s)
in decibels.
If the variable N = 3 or 6, the network function is the
phase angle of the transfer function. In this case, the pro-
gram generates a linear phase lag in the region corresponding
to the pass band. The program has been written to place the
angle of the actual transfer function in the correct quadrant
and having the correct multiple of 360 0 . For this linear
phase case, the variable P specifies the slope of the linear
phase in the pass region. The slope must be expressed in
degrees per radian per second (or kiloradian or megaradian
if frequency scaling is used). A positive P means that the
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flag is increasing (an angle whore value decreases from the
initial angle), while a negative P takes care of the opposite
situation. The variable S specifies the phase angle (in de-
grees) at the low frequency starting point of the linear
phase region. This angle is also used to compute the correct
multiple of 360 0 that is needed when the network function is
computed. The phase angle of the network function at the
lowest frequency under consideration is assumed to be within
180 0
 of the angle specified by S. The phase angle in the
regions outside of the linear phase region are set to the
constant values specified at the end points of the linear
phase region. The various analysis options are summarized
in Table 2.2.
A choice of either two frequency regions or three
frequency regions, each with a variable number of sample
points in each region is permitted. The three region case
is set up to allow (in increasing order of frequency) a stop
band, a pass band, and a stop nand for the magnitude or
decibel options, and a constant phase, a linear phase, and
a constant phase region for the phase angle option (band pass
case). There are two choices for the two region case. The
first of these is a pass band followed by a stop band for the
magnitude and decibel options or a linear phase region followed
by a stop band for the magnitude and decibel options or a
linear phase region followed by a constant phase region for
the phase angle option (low pass case). The second tao region
option consists of a stop band Followed by a pass b=.nd for
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Table 2.2 Analysis Options
N	 Analysis	 p	 S
(integer)	 Type (decimal)	 (decimal)	 Output
Transfer	 Magnitude
	 Magnitude
1	 Function	 in	 in	 Error
Magnitude	 Pass Band	 Stop Band(s)
Transfer Magnitude Magnitude
2	 Function in in Error
Magnitude Pass Band Stop Band(s)
(db) ( db) ( db)
Transfer Slope of Starting3	 Function Phase Lag Angle at Error
Phase Angle in Low Freq.
Pass Band End of
Pass Band
Transfer Magnitude Magnitude Specified4	 Function in in andMagnitude Pass Band Stop Band(s) Obtained
Transfer Magnitude Magnitude Specified
5	 Function in in and
Magnitude Pass Band Stop Band(s) Obtained
(db) ( db) ( r?b) ( db)
Transfer Slope of Starting Specified
6	 Function Phase Lag Angle at and
Phase Angle in Low Freq. Obtained
Pass Band End of Pass
Band
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the magnitude and decibel options or a constant phase
followed by a linear phase for the phase angle options
(high pass case) . Variables N1, N2, N3, W1, W2, and W3 are
used to specify the number of sample points in each region
as well as to delineate the regions.
The variable Nl is an integer variable that specifies
the number of points in the first stop (or constant phase)
region at whicl ,
 the transfer function is to be evaluated.
If a low pass case is being considered, N1 = 0.0.
The variable N2 is an integer variable that specifies
the number of sample points in the pass band (or linear
phase) region at which the transfer function is to be eval-
uated.
The variable N3 is an integer variable that specifies
the number of points in the second stop band (or constant
phase) region at which the transfer function is to be eval-
uated. If a high pass case is being considered, N3 is set
equal to zero (0.0).
The decimal variables W1, W2, and W3 delineate the
band edges for the pass band and the stop band(s). The
following are specified by Wl:
1. For the three region case, Wl is the logarithm
(base 10) of the radian frequency of the end
of the first stop band or constant phase band.
2. For the low pass (or linear phase followed by
a constant phase) case, W1 is the logarithm
(base 10) of the first radian frequency at
which the transfer function is to be evaluated.
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IFor the high pass (or constant phase followed
by a linear phase) case, W1 is the logarithmi
(base ].0) of the first. radian frequency in
the stop or constant phase band at which the
transfer function is to be evaluated.
The locations of 
w1 
for the three cases are shown in Figures
2.16, 2.17, and 2.18. Note that
W 1 = 10 W1
is the actual radian frequency (radians/second, kiloradians/
second, or megaradians/second depending on the frequency
sealing used).
The following quantities are specified by W2:
1. For the three region case, W2 is the logarithm
(base 10) of the radian frequency of the end
of the pass (or linear phase) region.
2. For the low pass (or linear phase followed by
a constant phase) case, W2 is the logarithm
(base 10) of the radian frequency of the end
of pass (or linear phase) region.
3. For the high pass (or constant phase followed
by a linear phase) case, W2 is the logarithm
(base 10) of the radian frequency of toe end
of the stop (or constant phase) band.
The locations of W2 for the three cases are shown in Figures
2.16, 2.17, and 2.18. Note that
(1) 2 = 10W2
is the actual radian frequency, suitably scaled.
The following quantities are specified by W3:
1. For the three region case, W3 is the logarithm
(base 10) of the radian frequency of the highest
frequency to be considered in the upper stop
(constant phase) region.
2. For the low pass (or linear phase followed by
a constant phase) case, W3 is the logarithm
(base 10) of the radian frequency of the
highest frequency to be considered in the
stop (constant phase) region.
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Figure 2.16 Randpa,n Definitions Using HANAL Card.
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Figure 2.18	 Highpass Definitions Using HANAL Card.
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t3. For the high pass (or constant phase followed
by a linear phase) case, W3 is the logari thin
(base 10) of the radian frequency of the
highest frequency to be considered in the
pass (linear phase) region.
The location of co 3
 for these three cases is also shown in
Figures 2.16, 2.17, and 2.18. The quantity CO3 is defined
similarly to (k) l and a)2.
In the three region case, the lowest frequency at which
the transfer function is computed is determined internally.
This frequency is given by
(NI + N2 + N3)cL), - ( N1)c1,3
COL 	 N2 + N3
In certain cases, w  can be negative. If this occurs, CLIL
is automatically set to be one decade lower than col.
The frequency sampling points are distributed loga-
rithmically throughout each region.. In the three region case,
Nl + N2 + N3 sample points are determined. In the low pass
case, N1 = 0, consequently 142 + N3 points are determined.
In the nigh pass case, N3 = 0, and the program finds N1 + N2
sample points. A fundamental restriction is imposed on the
total number of sample points permitted. This restriction is
that
N1 + N2 + N3 < 300
The frequencies are chosen as follows. For the lower
stop of constant phase region, the frequencies are given by
W1 - WL
CO 
= 10(W1 - (i-N1)----N-E—)	 i = 1,2,...,N1
for the three region case, and by
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CO. 
= 10(W2 - (i - Nl) W2 N1W1 )	 i = 1, 2, ... ,N1
i
for the high pass case.
The pass (linear phase) frequencies are given by
W2 - W1
Co. 
= 10(W1 - (i - N2)
	 N2	 )	 i = 1,2,...,N2
i
for the three region case, and by
W2 - W1
W. 
= 10(W2 - (i - N2)
	 N2	 )	 i = 1,2,...,N2
1
for the low pass case. For the high pass case, they are
given by
CO. 
= 10 (W3 - ( i - N2) W3 N2 W2 ) 	 i = 1, 2, ... ,N2
1
Similarly, for the upper stop (constant phase) band,
the frequencies are given by
W3 - W2
w. = 10(W3 - (i - N3)	 N3	 )	 i = 1,2,...,N3i
for the three region case, and by
-




 )	 i = 1,2,...,N3
i
The problem of Figure 2.1 is used to illustrate the six
analysis options. This problem has been hand scaled (as in
Gaertner) by a factor of 10 5
 (all inductors and capacitors
are multiplied by this value). This scaling also requires
scaling of the frequency (the basic unit of frequency becomes
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E10 radians per second). For these six cases, the HANAL
cards are:
HANAL 1 10 20 10 1.7 1.9 2.0	 4.0 0.0 Case 1
HANAL 2 10 20 10 1.7 1.9 2.0	 15.0	 -25.0 Case 2
HANAL 3 10 20 10 1.7 1.9 2.0 6.12 -90.0 Case 3
HANAL 4 10 20 10 1.7 1.9 2.0
	 4.0 0.0 Case 4
HANAL 5 10 20 10 1.7 1.9 2.0 15.0	 -25.0 Case 5
HANAL 6 10 20 10 1.7 1.9 2.0 6.12 -90.0 Case 6
In all six cases, ten frequency points are chosen in the
lower stop band, twenty in the pass band, and ten points in
the upper stop band. The upper edge of the lower stop band
is given by
co = 105	 1.7	 61	 x 10	 = 5.0 x 10 radians/second
The upper edge of the pass band is given by
w 2 = 10 5 x 10 1 ' 9 = 8.0 x 10 6 radians/second
and the highest frequency of interest is
CO 3 = 105 x 10 2.0  = 10.0 x 10 6 radians/second
The lowest frequency at which the transfer function is eval-
uated is given by
5	 (N1 + N 2
 + '13)W 1  - N 1
 '3	
6
CO L = 10 x	 N2 + N3	 = 3.33 x 10
radians/second
Cases 1, 2, and 3 give plots of error versus frequency.
In case 1, the magnitude of the transfer function is speci-




For case 2, the specified responses are given in decibels;
15 dB, in the pass band, and -25 dB. in the stop bands.
Case 3 gives the phase error plot. The phase angle of the
transfer function in the lower stop band is specified to be
-90 0 . The linear phase lag in the pass band is specified
to be 6.12°/10 5
 radians per second.
For cases 4, 5, and 6, the specifications are the same
as for the first three cases. For these analyses, both
specified and obtained responses are printed out. For all
cases, the sum of the squares of the errors evaluated at
each frequency point are printed out.
Figures 2.19 through 2.24 show the plotted output for
the six examples using the HANAL card. The abscissa (the
axis on the left hand side of the page) is in units of 10-5
radians/second. The ordinate is divided into five regions.
The maximum and minimum values of the ordinate are giver at
the top of the page as YMAX and YMIN.
Evaluation of the Transfer Function for Real values of s.
If it is desired to evaluate the transfer function for
real values of s, the card
S IGMA
is placed anywhere between the OUTPUT and EXECUTE cards.
The SIGMA card must be accompanied by a FREQ card of the form
FREQbAbBbC
where A is the lowest value of s for which the transfer func-
tion is to be evaluated, B is the highest value of s, and C
is the spacing between frequencies at which the transfer func-
tion is evaluated. The frequency spacing between evaluation
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epoints is uniform, not logarithmic as when s = jcu.
When the SIGMA card is used, the numerical value of the
transfer function is evaluated, not the dB, values. The
SIGH A option has been incorporated into the program to model
temperature effects of transistors for Contract No. DIAS
12 - 2064.
S U.MM AR Y
This section provides the information necessary to code
a problem in TIT NASAP. The additional options that have
been added to NASAP at IIT have been described.
The following sections of this report describe changes
that have been made to the basic program to permit its use
with F level Fortran IV on an IBM 360/40 computer. In addi-
tion, the programming details of the added options are given.
3.	 CHANGES MADE IN NASAP FOR OPERATION AT IIT
3.1 Introduction
Two types of changes were made in the original version
of NASAP to permit it to operate at IIT. The first type is
peculiar to the operating system used at this installation.
The second type of change was required to make the program
function with the IBM 360/40 F level Fortran IV. These
changes are discussed in this section.
3.2 Changes Dictated by the ZIT Operating System
The version of NASAP received at IIT in February 1968
required extensive changes to permit its use on the IBM
360/40 system in use at IIT. The IIT NASAP program, in its
present state requires approximately 95 000 bytes of memory.
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In addition, the library functions (sine, cosine, etc.)
called by the program require 20 000 more bytes of memory.
The IIT version requires the use of overlay techniques.
The small main program is kept in core all of the time, and
approximately one half of the subroutines are brought in and
used in each phase of the overlay. The first phase starts
with subroutine NASINP. The second phase begins with the
subroutine TRANS. If overlay techniques are not required,
the following cards should be removed from the main program:
NASA = ((213 x 256 + 193)*256 + 226)*256 + 193
	 NSA00033
CALL CHAIN (0, NASA) 	 NSA00034
CALL CHAIN (-l)	 NSA00038
CALL CHAIN (-2)	 NSA00186
Subroutine CHAIN pulls the portions of the program in the
two phases from the disc and places them in core. Since this
subroutine is peculiar to the IIT operating system, it is not
included in the program print out. It can be supplied by IIT
upon request.
3.3 F Level Fortran IV Changes
1.	 IAND
F level Fortran IV does not permit lo gical instructions.
All logical statements were changed to corresponding arith-
metic operations. Subroutine IAND is written in assembly
language to perform a logical AND operation. This subroutine
takes two thirty bit words and performs a logical AND on the
two words, bit by bit. This subroutine is used by card
NSA04031. If this program is to be used with a Fortran
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acompiler with a logical AND in its library, card NSA04031
should be rewritten and subroutine IPI:D shou l d be eliminated.
2. Logical IF Statements
Since logical IF statements are not permitteu with this
version of Fortran, all such statements were converted to
arithmetic IF statements. The sixty statements thus changed
can be distinguished by the five digit card identifying
numbers used.
3. Common Statements
Labeled COMMON statements are not permitted in F level
Fortran IV, consequently all COMMON statements have been
combined into one large COMMON block. The variables used in
the CDC 3600 version of NASAP were put in the following order:
LOOPS, INPUT, ORDER, CONV, POLY, NPOLY, RQRMT, and FREQ.
4. PRINT Statements
All PRINT statements were changed to WRITE. The logical
input-output units in use at IIT are READ:1 and WRITE:3.
5. DATA Statements
There is no provision for the DATA statement in this
level of Fortran. Initially, the information in the DATA
statements was read in as input data, but later this informa-
tion was incorporated into the program by using arithmetic
statements. In the process of incorporating this modifica-
tion, subroutine HOLSET was eliminated from the original
version of the program.
Some modifications were made in the constants defined
by the DATA statements. These changes were required by the
abasic IbM 360 system and also when new subroutines were added.
These changes are explained below.
The look up tables INSRTI, INSRT2, ITSK1, ITSK2, ITSK3,
ITSK4, and ITSK5, needed by subroutine NASINP, are defined
initially by calling subroutine DATSET. Subroutine DATSET
contains all of the arithmetic statements defining the look
up tables. Four elements in the look up tables differ from
the CDC 3600 version. These changes are used to permit
operation of the analysis and rerun options (subroutines
HANAL and RERUN). The four changes are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Look Up Table Changes
Look Up Table Element
	 CDC 3600
	 Version	 IIT Version
INSRT2 (8,5)	 0	 4
INSRT2 (10,5)	 0	 7
ITSK5 (5,1)	 22	 29
ITSK5 (8,1	 22	 30
The DATA statements in the other subroutines are mostly
alphameric equivalents needed for printing and plotting data.
These numbers are supplied by simple arithmetic statements.
The alphameric equivalents are given in Table 3.2.
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TRANS DASH - .85404197E38 IISA04421
TRANSO BLANK blank .2509803BE00 NSA05166
DASH - .85404197E38 r1SA05167
EXPAND BL blank .25098038E00 NSA05302
PL + .18085042E17 NSA05303
PAR ) .20850634E35 NSA053O4
DASH - .85404197E38 PISA05307
ESS S -.21863474E41 NSA05308
PLOTS PERIOD .44152935E13 NSA07302
STAR * .13031646E34 NSA07302
BAR X -.22925515E47 NSA07311
BLANK blank .25098038E00 NSA07316
ANI I -.17247240E11 NSA07321
PLUS + .18085042E17 NSA07326
PLOTR C + .18085042E17 NSA08331
BLK blank .25098038E00 NSA08332
6.	 Complex Arithmetic
Subroutines have been added to handle operations using
complex arithmetic. These subroutines are CXMULT, for com-
plex multiplication, CXDIV, for complex division, and CXEXP,
for complex; exponentiation. Changes were made in subroutines
BODE, FCMPLX, and NILT wherever complex operations appeared,
to call the appropriate subroutines.
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7.	 Subroutine ICHAR
Function subroutine ICHAR is used to convert the IBM
360/40 alphanumeric code to the IBM 1620 code used in the
NASAP program. As an example of the differences between the
two codt-s, consider the letter N. In the IBM 360, this corres-
ponds to the number 213, while in the IBM 1620, the numerical
equivalent is 55. All operations in the program are done in
the 1620 code, but when input data is read, it is translated
into the 360 code. Thus, it becomes necessary to translate
from one code to another. This is done with the creation of
an array NOW, which is dimensioned at 250. The index of the
array corresponds to the 360 code, while the 1620 code is
located in the appropriate word. For example, for the letter
N, the value stored in NONV(213) is 55. All characters not
used or needed are set equal to five in the 1620 code.
Table 3.3 gives the equivalents of the IBM 360 and 1620
codes. Note that a blank space has the 1620 equivalent to
zero. This differs from the 1620 listing given in McNamee
and Potash (Table 4.1, pages 4-6).
6
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Table 3.3 IBM 360 and 1620 Alphameric Equivalents























































A number of minor errors were present in the CDC 3G00
version of the program when it was received. The corrections
of these errors are listed below.
The following card was deleted:
DO 25 I = 1, NPATF
	 NSA07350
Card NSA05105 was changed to read
SS = -SS/SJ	 NSA05105
to correct a sign error in the transfer function.
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6Card NST.08000 in subroutine INTVL wa.; corrected to read
2 I = NINT + 1
	
NSA08000
In addition to the errors listed  above, subroutine BODE
was corrected so that the dB. equivalent of the transfer
function is 20 log jHj instead of half that amount. In sub-
routine BODE, the indices of arrays LOGW, LOGH, and PHIH
could exceed the dimensi-fined sizes of these arrays in the
original version of the program. This has been corrected
with the following two cards:
IF(HSTEP - 250) 31134, 10, 10
	 NSA06540
31134 CONTINUE	 NSA06541
3.4 Subroutines Added to NASAP
1.	 Subroutine PLYCHK
Subroutine PLYCHK is used to determine if the numerator
or denominator polynomials of the transfer function require
normalization prior to calling the root finding subroutine
MULLER. Experience with the Muller method of root finding
has shown that if the coefficients of the polynomial are in
the range of zero to one, overflow and underflow errors due
to poor convergence can be reduced and usually eliminated.
If the magnitudes of the coefficients are too great, sub-
routine PLYCHK divides all of the coefficients by a coiruiion
factor. This procedure has reduced the overflow and under-
flow errors in the root finding subroutine greatly.
The coefficients of the polynomial are read into the
subroutine, and a check is made to see if the magnitude of
any coefficient is greater than 10 37 . If this is the case,
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the polynomial is rejected, since the normalization process
used would cause exponent overflow. When this happens, the
freq,iency scaling of t;ie problem should be changed.
The break point on whether or not normalization is re-
quired is set at 1C 20 , that is, if any coefficient exceeds
20
10	 in magnitude, normalization is used, otherwise not.
The normalizing factor used is the square root of the sum of
the squares of all of the coefficients.
A flaw chart of the subroutine is given in Figures 3.1
and 3.2. The variable NPOL in this routine is used to tell
if the numerator or the denominator is being checked. This
variable is set to cne if the numerator is being checked,
and two if the denominator is being checked. This is done
before entering the subroutine. This variable is used in
printing out appropriate messages. It is also used to keep
track of how the quantity RATIO is being modified. The
variable RATIO is used to keep the constant multiplier of
the transfer function correct for all possible cases of
numerator and denominator normalization.
2.	 Subroutine RERUN
Subroutine RER1 , N is used to generate the increment
(DELTA(I) ) to be ad.led to the element values of the previous
run when using the OPTNET card. Arithmetic and geometric
progressions of t}-.e element values are possible. When ALPHA
is non-zero, the subroutine generates an arithietir series.
When ALPHA is ze=o, and BETA and IPOWER are no g , a geometric
series of element values is generated. Notice that all
elements being varied follow the same arithmetic or geometric
series.
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The variable NITER gives the number of runs wanted after
the initial run. JITER keeps count of the number of actual
runs after the initial run. The quantity NOPT can have two
values, zero and one; zero signifying that no rerun is wanted,
and one signifying that a rerun is desired. The quantity
NOVAR is the number of elements not being varied by the
program.
The first variable in COMMON before any of the program
variables is IDATA. This variable is used to initialize:
1. the look up tables in NASINP via DATSET,
2. the array NOW in Function ICHAR, ar.d
3, the array IPOWER in VISJ.
Note that when rerunning a problem, the look up tables in
NASINP and ICHAR are not needed. The array IPOWER in VISJ is
needed, however, in computing the new transfer function. There-
fore, the variable NOPT is used in the main program to skip the
unnecessary initialization. The redefining of 1P0'WER is neces-
sary because it is in the first phase of the overlay and is
destroyed when the second please is brought in.
Figure 3.3 gives the flow chart of subroutine RERUN.
3. Subroutine LODE
Subroutine _JDE was modified to permit the evaluation of
the transfer function for s = a + j0.0. To use this option,
a card with the word SIGMA starting in column one is included
with tl.e data cards. This card is used in conjunction with
the FkEQ card. For the purposes for which this option was
added (modeling temperature effects of semiconductor devices)
it is desirable to have the transfer function evaluated at
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Figure 3.2 Flow Chart of Subroutine PLYCHK (Part II)
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Figure 3.3 Flow Chart of Subroutine RERUN
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6The FREQ card is set up as follows: the fir.-;L variable
specified on the card is the lowest value of a to be con-
sidered (XMIN), the second variable is the largest value of
a, and the third quantity is the increment in u (DX). The
number of steps (NITR) is obtained by subtracting the minimum
value of a from the maximum value and dividing by DX.
The flow chart for the modification of the subroutine
is given in Figure 3.4.
4.	 Subroutine NASINP
A number of modifications were made in subroutine NASINP
to accommodate subroutines HANAL and RERUN. Other changes
were also required t-o permit frequency scaling and evalua-
tion of the transfer function for real values of s. These
changes are described in this section.
The first time subroutine NASINP is called, it is neces-
sary to initialize the look up tables. This is done with
the variable IDATA, which is set equal to one. When IDATA
is one, subroutine DATSET is called, which initializes the
look up tables. When IDATA is not one, subroutine DATSET is
not called.
If more than one circuit is to be analyzed, a card with
the word QUIT beginning in column one is used after the last
problem. To use this option, it is necessary to branch to a
STOP conumand when such a card is read. This checking is done
with the IF statements NSA00716 and NSA00840, which branch












CALL FCMPLX (SIGMA, 0. 0,H)
WRITE






GRAPH TO 250 STEPS
RETURII
To Original Program
Figure 3.4 Flow Chart of
SIGMA Portion of
Subroutine BODE





The frequency scaling option requires that a K or an
M in column one be recognized, and that the element values
be modified accordingly. This is done by branching on the
numerical equiva'_ents of these two letters. At the same
point in the program, a check is made to determine if an S
appears in column one. This signals the program that the
transfer function is to be evaluated for real values of the
frequency variable, s.
The modifications in the NASINP subroutine are given
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Figure 3.9 Subroutine NASINP Specification Data and
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Figure 3.10 Subroutine NASINII : Storage of Incidttice
Matrix waft Element Values for Rerun Option.
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5.	 Subroutine PLOTS
Subroutine PLOTS are used by the BODE option of the
original program and by the analysis subroutine HANAL. It
has been modified to provide a fifty column plot to fit a
teletype output format and to plot two de pendent variables
as a function of one independent variable.
No modification is required in subroutine SCALE, called
just before PLOTS, to alter the output to the fifty column
output. Subroutine INTVL, called by subroutine PLOTS re-
quired modification only in the manner in which it is called.




The appropriate DO loops and WRITE statements in PLOTS were
changed from limits of 101 to 51.
The double plot is set up so that the first variable is
plotted with stars and the second is plotted with + signs.
If the variables are equal at some point, the letter X is
printed. Plotting these two variables requires that three
arrays be brought into the subroutine. The independent var-
iable array X, and the two dependent variable arrays Y and
Z are brought into the program through card NSA06875. The
variable NTYPE has the same value as the type of analysis
specified in the HANAL card. If NTYPE is 1,2, or 3, only
one variable is plotted, while if it has the va-Lues 4,5, or
6, two variables are plotted. The titles for the different
cases are stored in the subroutine. The variable ITTLE
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tdetermines which title is to be printed. This is accom-
plished in the computed GO TO statement of card NSA07056.
Two flow charts showing the essential parts of the
modification are given in Figures 3.11 and 3.12.
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2400
CALL INTVL(YTiAX,Y`.IIN, 50,Y(ITEI() , IY)
FIY=IY-1 J
Figure 3.11 5ubroutin^ PLOTS: Fifty Column Modification.
40
Figure 3,12 Subroutine PLOTS: Modification for Double Plot.
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6.	 Subroutine PLOTR
Subroutine PLOTR is used in IIT NASAP to plot both the
impulse response and the transfer function for real values
of s. It has been modified to provide a fifty column plot
to fit the teletype output. The format cards have been
changed to reflect the fifty column change. The following
cards have been changed in addition to the format cards.
•
DO 17 I = 1, 6	 NSA08630
DO 22 JJ = 1,51
	
NSA08645
DO 165 J = 1,51	 NSA08660
L = L/2	 NSA08687 (added)
	
31189	 WRITE( 3, 102) (A (J) , J = 1, 51) 	 NSA08706
	
20	 WRITE ( 3, 103) YN, (A (J) , J = 1, 51 	 NSA08716
DT(1) = 2.0*DT(1)	 NSA08722 (added)
7.	 Subroutine HANAL
This subroutine generates the error analysis options
in IIT NASAP. Most of this subroutine is u--ed to determine
the number of points at which the transfer function is to
be analyzed, compute the errors at these frequencies, and
manipulate these data for printing and plotting the results.
The input information for this subroutine is essentially
that specified in the HANAL card. A correspondence exists
between the notation used in Section 2, where the use of the
HANAL card was described, and that used in the subroutine.
This correspondence is shown in Table 3.3.
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rTable 3.3 Correspondence Between HANAL Card
and H,-,\AL Subroutine
HANNAL Card HANAL Subroutine Description
N1 NBAND(1) Number of Points in
Lower Stop Band
N2 NBAND(2) Number of Points in
Pass Band
N3 NBAND(3) Number of Points in
Upper Stop Band
W1 WBAND(1) Log col
W2 WBAND(2) Log Co 2
W3 WBAND(3) Log w3
P PASS Pass Band Magnitude
or Negative Slope
of Phase Angle
S ASTOP Stop Band Magnitude
or Initial Phase
Angle
N NTYPE Number Specifying
Type of Analysis
For the analysis options involving the phase angle of
the transfer function, the subroutine has been written to
keep track of the proper quadrants and correct multiples of
360 0 . The variable P on the HANAL card is used to obtain the
initial multiple of 360 0
 and the program keeps track from this
point on.
The complete flow chart for this subroutine is given in
Figures 3.13 through 3.22.
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II CHECK= ---	 --	 221
Figure 3.17 Subroutine HANAL, Part V.
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Figure 3.18 Subroutine HANAL, Part VI.
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GO TO(45, 50,55 ),NUUNCHI
645 50	 55
Fig. 3.21	 Fig. 3.22
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1 111WNT(I)=HV I IN	 1	 ER11MR(I)=PHlVNT(I)-1'HIJi(I)
I=NITIt.:, NITR3	 L• RRTOT=E1t1tTOT+EltlWR(I )*EldK)R( I )
1=1,NIIIGHI
Fib. 3.19
Fi g ure 3.20 Subroutine IIANAL, Part VIII.
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f45
CALL SCALE (HNIAG , NH I GH , IBI GNIAX , H.!G\!1 N )^
/ IS
IL11G1L--kX- PASS'?	 No









CALL SCALI;(IILUG,NI?IGH,HINMAX, ill NNIIN)
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CALL SC:1LE (PII I ii , \'!I I GPI , I'I IJIX , l'H^iN )
IS
1'es








Fieure 3.23 subroutine IIANAL, Part X.
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4.	 COMPUTER PROGRAM
The complete computer program for IIT NASAP appears on
the following pages. The original DATA cards have been re-
tained as comment cards. The statement numbers of the in-
structions that replace the logical IF statements of the
original program may appear to be larger than necessary.
These numbers arose from a program available at the IIT
Computation Center that rewrote these statements automati-
cally. This program is set up to start statement numbers
with 30 000 to avoid possible conflict with existing pro-
grams.
Where a large number of statements were inserted be-
tween two of the original instructions, letters were used
in addition to card numbers in order that the original card
numbering system could be retained.
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Where a large number of statements were inserted be-
tween two of the original instructions, letters were used
in addition to card numbers in order that the original card
numbering system could be retained.
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31081 -40 1TF(	 3, 561 NSA^4111
51, FOR'1AT( 11HO	 K-()NE,J-7NF) NSA04315
')(1	 57	 I = 1,31 NS4C4320
K=41 -1 NSA 04325
1F(AOS(SJKO(I)
	 1	 -0.1)	 57,57,31090 NSAC4331
3l0'J 0 wRI TE1 3,32)
	
SJK(III I,K NSA	 4332
57 I,nN T I`JUE NS A04131
31`139 QFTURN NSAC433i
FNC NSA04141
I ANi. -S F 'T
; ►SIN- Im\),is
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SI III Q3UTINf	 T'IAN$ NSA04345
#rr^ ► *t**1**#*e#a##t******##*#######*t**a############*#**a*#a###*### #NSA04150
fi	 I INI",	 ILR'lS,	 P nLC.S.	 FVALOATES AND	 PLOTS	 TIANSFFR	 FUNCTION	 ALSO *NSA04i55
FINI:	 INVFPSE
	
TRANSFnR`1	 ITIlF	 RESPONSE 	 AND VLf1TS	 SAME *NS4C4160
# t-h#:# G:k..^#+^fi*a****r!#*#####.t##########*########*###############*###N SAC43'^S
C'I'4'4r1'4
	 I DA IA NSA04366
(111-4m y4
	 VLOOP1927)•1SLOOP19?7)rJ LOOP 1927),KL COP ( c'27)• NSA04367
ILOOP( WII.JL P ( 49), I SLP( 40),VLP(40) ,KLP(401 •NLnOP,SIGNC,K,DOM(21 NSA04158
CU'+'4( It, 	 IV )(4(1 ), IVY ( 401, IC)( 4011,11M 40)
	
I EL( 40) .1 ST( 40) , NSAC4369
?	 I:c(4J1r1JTAG(4011,IKTAG(4()),Z(401rNE NSAC4371
CWATIN
	 ROCTR(50,2),ROnT1(50,21, INnRT,OUMY(1991 NSA 0431?
Cnl'4)N	 LCn,*JC(10,4C),L PATH (10,401
	
NLCN(4J),ISTART NSAC4171
1 0 1411N	 SCAN( Ell) ,SJAY( 81) •SKAY(811 ,SJKZ(HI l ,SJZKn(811 r NSAC4374
4SJ0%/(ail I,SJKii 181) NSA0431h
_	 CLl'A '4nn	 AN1411rAD1411, IAN 2, IAD7.IAT	 _ NSA(141/7
-	 r,FMMON
	 !J Q QRII'`),THI•FLJW,FHIGH,FDEL,C,T	 = NSAC4378
r 11 -rr l r-y 	 ,N fYPF,rJHAND(31 ,WNAND(3), PASS , ASTOP, ICY CLE NSA04379
f:nm-4.V)	 N 1 1PT, Mil S4VE9NI TER ,JI TER ,NOVAR,ZSAVF(401.DELTA(40) NISAi4341
1)(MIV 1;1HN	 IANU( 1) NSA34I)6
LQll IV AL E"ICE
	 ( TAND( 1 ), IAN?)	 _ NSA044 )0
1)4TA	 CASH,TYPE (II, TYPE (?)/1 H — ,5HZEROS,SHPOLES/ NSAC4Y15










CMS	 N f IWIAL I7A T IfIN	 CHECK
CALL	 P tYCHK(AN, IAN?,RTCIfNG, II NSA 04431
CALL	 PLYCHKIAO, IAr2,RTCHN(:, 21	 _	 _ NSA C4,*
RAT
	




13TAT4 P(1LFS AND ZFROS OF TRANSFER FUNCTION
20 CALL AULL FRIAN , IAN2,RnnTP( 1, 1),R30TI( 1, 1) 1
1:4LL vIILLFR(AI1
	 9(AC?,ROOTR(1,2),ROnTT(1,2))
911 4 K=1 r?
—_	 1 I =1 A(J'1( K)
rail T1 1 -40, 32),K
30 WRITE (3.31)(1 RIIOTR(1,K),RnOTl(I,K),1=1,111
31 1- 1 1 rt'1AT(?7H 7CROS OF TRANSFER FUNCTION//
I IIII 7f PflS	 'ZEAL PART	 IMAG. PAPT//( I5, 2E13.5) )
'i() Tn 4
32	 WRITE( ? r 33)(1 RX1TR(I,K),ROOTI(I,K),I=I,II)
31 FORMAT(27H PALES OF TRANSFER FUNCTICN//
I I I H PIIL FS
	 RFAL PART	 IMAG. PAR T//( 15, 2E 13.5) 1
4 1:r1NT IMUF
w It 17 r (3,1')0) FHIGH,C,RTMAX,THI
	 =	 -
10C I IIRr1ATI III FHIG11 = ,E16.6
	 11 C = ,E16.9/
1 I RT'?AX = ,E 16. 8r 711 THI = ,C 16. 81
II ((FHIiH) -(0.11 3109198,31091
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IJ :TI	 I t NSA0449d
11	 1	 C - , .II	 il(` g 7,	 II r'9;p ,	 I NSA^4571
11	 !' 1 7 I	 +1X	 =	 RI - -IT 4(1971 NSAC45)5
I	 = 7 , I fi1;, ,J CA C49 1
r, I'1AX-A*1.^YI(RT M Ax.PQCITR(l,?)) NSA04515
I	 l	 Tit 1)	 i	 l,	 11 r95,	 1 1 NS A0451')
l	 I I,	 =	 71.0 NS A045' 1
I+T'IAX= ul MA Y
 ♦1 ./ 1 14 1 NSA045?5
Ii	 I( I+ T MAX)-(1.1)	 /, 1 1093,	 1109A NS4C411in
1 1 ("0 I- = I ! T u 4.X N SA C 4 S 31
7 '.- 11 JT1'IUt- NSA0451iti
.4- + 1T1t 1 ,	 1+.1 NSA,)45-.1
Ir, IIINMAT(	 I'111 NSA04S4':
I T (T III 1	 1 1 0 94,	 31094 NSA045 11
+1 1 94 At 	 I 11-t(51?	 C, T , Till, 10"1 `I SAC4115^,
II r 'S "JII'llir NS404557
( I	 ( 1 1'	 : ' T )	 4 n , 41	 ,4( !V SACi59a
.I <r T ll O 'J NSA045-^1
I N1; NS404';•,',
129
tiW1'^ I UT INL	 FLrRPN
cI ,v Pin '4 1.)ATA
(,i171!AON
	 VL OUP I `1 21) r ISLC r1P(9271,J LOOP 1	 7 )rK1- 01P(9?71,
11. 1 1'IP( q ? 1) rJI.P( 40) •I SLP(40) ,VLP(40) ,KL P (i01 rNLnQP,S ILI'NC,K, OJM(? )
fi)M`11 1 1	 IV'1(40),I VT( 4 n )rIC(J(40),f rM401,II L(40),IST(40),
7(-, Pd( 4 r 1 .L1TAG14()),IK TAG( 40)r1(40)rNF
cr,m kilnl
	 ROUTR(50,71,R('rlTI(5J,21,INDRT,DUMY( 19911




JS = 4l- ISL PI K )
VV=VI_P(K 1=S IGJC
If (JLP(K)12'),20,74
^ SC11'JI JS) =SCAN( JS)+VV
IC(KL1'(KI)21971,12
21 ti1K1(JS)= SJKZIJS)+VV
G 1 1 111 29	
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UENOMINAT')R(AD) *N SAC4700(.	 # V 	 s1 f1 ,	 11)	 =	 S^*5n,(21 = S* *49, (51 )=S**O, 1`j?	 1 1	 ... *WSAC470`'i
(.	 * ( J
	 51-11
	 RFTUPNt	 IN	 A	 1:LNDIN(;	 fP0ER *NSA04110(,	 s* *..**	 t:*	 **t**t*w+.tt***tttw*ta* ttwttwt*twtw***t *ttwwwwwtt**w**** **NSAC4715
1 )1 111	 W;	 IUN ,
	A'JNI	 11,A')0111 NSA)47?0
C1' IAM	 16)	 11)AT A NSA4721 A
f.rM ' I ' l iN 	 VI. I MP V)	 7 ), IS LOCI P( Q 271,J LOOP 1927),KL11JP19211, NSA 4 77 111
11 9, 1^ 19 7 1),JLP(4 1 1,ISL I'1401,VLP(4n),KL1 1 (401,NL1(iP,SIGNC,K 9 DJM(21 NSA472ZA
1 '4`1'1^.
	 1V0140),IVT(40),IC0(4n),1001401,1EL(40),IST(401r NSA47?Z11
?	 IVF( r, 1 1,IJT AC, (40) 9 1K TAG (401r1(40),NE NSA04I ?3
((IIAliN	 RrlflTRI'iO921,R WIT 1( 50, 21,1 NOR T,7UMY( 1991 NSAC47L4
(.01,14(1")	 LCO"JC110.40),LPAT H(1'l, 401,NLCN(40),ISTAkT NSAC47Z6
I.PvsolW
	 Sf,11N(911,SJAY (tit ),SKAY191),SJKZ18-i),SJ7K 1 (81), NSAC411.7
4S.1' 1 KL(	 )I1	 9^JK1( 911 4SA04729
f;'I'I-V)h	 ANI411,A0(411,1AN2,I AT) 2,RAT NCA(1412)
J. t - IN1	 f1'<ST	 N1"4	 ZfkOUIF	 AN	 AND	 AO NSA0473^
0	 1	 1 =1,	 +1 NSAJ4715
I f 	( ( A35 ( ANN( I 1 ))-(0. 1 1
	 3109 1 ), 1, 31099 N SA C474c1
IAJ . ' =4 1 -1 *4SA04745
;n	 T	 I	 , l NSA0%1`lio
1 I.!)"111"1 UL NSAC41`i5
1 ET'I J N NSA04750
7 111	 1	 1 1 =1 0 9 NSA041;'1
1	 1	 -I1 14S11C4l/0
IF	 (( A lkl	 (ANN11)11-(x.11	 31101 . 9 1,3110 11 NSA C47TIN
i11i)C IAN1=40-11 WSAG	 71')
GiI	 T)	 4n NS Al	1 1 1)




4	 I =1	 ,81 N SA C4H,0')
IF	 1 ( Ali S(A(10( 1111-fn
	 11	 31101,4.31101 NSAC48J5
111:11 1 All 2= 41-1 14SA)48l')
',:I	 T")	 r, NSA^4H1
4 Cf)'JT INUF NSA 044?^
RFT'1P N NSA 01.325
5 I I =1	 , I 9 N SA C4,1 i0
I	 ='l l	 -1	 I NSA04.135
1 F	 I I .1151 A90	 11 1 1-( 0.) 1	 31102.6.31102 NS 1(14!141'
+112 IA )1-40-11 NSAC•.I'45
(, n	 T' 1 	7 NSAC4J54
( r FONT I NO N SA04.4S5
I A01 =0 NSA C4 1 ,0
7 C. 	 4T1 NU l 14S.A01#,'
L -AAKC1	 IAn),TAFJ11 NSA1'4,170
J = 41- I AID? NSA1148 75
K =41 • IANI NSA04-jl)
I I =1 ^J SA C4QA5
1)	 1	 1	 1	 = J,K ''I SAf41')')
I	 I=1
	 l •	 1 NSA04H I',
1 1'J(
	 l I )=A'W(	 11 NS A 04'J 1'1
11- 1 NSAS44J5
J=41-I A(72 NSA C4 )10
K= ?- I +l AUI NSA ^4915
W1	 In	 I = J,K NSaC49?0
11=I1+1 NSAn4y25
IC A1)111)-A g 1'II) NSA 04930
1 AI:1 =L - 1 AC1 NSAC4') 35
I AT' = IAU?+L NSAC4;40
IAr)1 = L-IAN] NSA04145
IA'J) = IA ld?+L NSAZ4950
IAo1	 r' 1 = IAn?+1 NSA)4955
IAN,IP1= IAN 2.1 NSA^,445 )




ll	 I I F	 I ( I.A1)7PI -I I*71-10) )	 311'.!4x31104.31106 NSAC4?lh
iI10o I V	 ((III-(IADI ► 1	 311n5,31104,31104 NSA:•.?77
;1105 AI)I	 ii+11=n. NSA^."7.1
1 104 0, 1	 1?	 I= 1,	 I I NSl1,^,'>3 ,
J-141),Pi-1 NSAC44i`•
% I =Ai1(	 1	 1 N SA C4`);I
IF	 111)-1140111	 31107,31107.11 VSAC4 -111
1 1107 AI ) 1	 11=0. VS A01)1J0
It ACM	 A()1J+11 NSAC:F'l^
1Z An(J ► 11 = AA 14SACS1115
16 11-1AN	 PI / 7 NSAC-11,2'
I F	 IIIII-10)1	 31109917,311n9 1ISA(`5^75
1 110e IF	 II 1AN?0 1-11 . 0-(011	 31109,31109,31111 NS A05 It
'IIiI IF	 IIII)-(IAN111	 xl110,31109,31109 NISA;IS;»'
1 III p ANI11+1	 )= rl . NSNO'•)II
+I	 Ii) t) ) n	 15	 1=1	 rI I NSACr,'15
J=IANIPI-1 VSai:,J4:%
AA =AN1 I 1 V.i,1C5n;+r
11-	 ((	 11-(	 IAN1))	 31 112, 31112, 14 tiC A 1) 1) 0 1i 1)
1117 ANIII =n . NSAGS
G 1 1	 111	 15 NSa C5';r
14 A N I I I = AN( J+l 1 V SA C"JhS
1 ti Atli
	 )+l I =AA VCIAC5070
17 SS- 1N( IAN 2011 14SAC^0,7)
I l	 ?^	 1 = 1, IAN2P1 NSAG^,^ql




1 = I , I An7 P1 N SA C5^•) 5
?I NO 
	 I )=A111 I ) /SJ 14SA C l) 10'




	 IAN7.1AU7,SS. KKK ) VSA0'II I
If	 MKK )-(1 11	 +1113. ill!+, 31113 14SAC9•111)
X1114 'tAI=Sc NSA:,;11
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+1111 It	 I11t"1 JSACI51'J




TRANC'1(A,(1, IA, IRo SS, KKK 1 14 SACS 110
"I4 — )	 ( DAT A V5A5131A
1't't,1'r	 VLI'CP(9171.1 SL r11p (9'71.J1!)nP19271,KL COP lv171. NSA5131'i
11 1 ! In l'.?71,J1 p 140I9ISL n ('•rI.VIV(40),KL1t1401,NLT1U p ,SIGNC,K,OUMl21 NSA5132%
L+	 IVIf40),IVT14^-I,ICO(40)r1')1(40)rIEL140)r1ST1401r NSA513"1
'	 It.' 14^ 1,
	
fit AG(	 1, IKT AG( 40 1, I ( 401 rNE Nsa51 33.1
r,n
	 11!	 O'11'TWIS0,11rP(1T11	 1150,21, INORT.JU4Y1	 199) NSA 513311
14"IN	 LCrI'I(.IIr),4J),LPA•.HII),4OI.NLCN(4'l1, IS TAR T 14SAC510.
;,IIN'•!'lil
	 SI:'IN141)rS,J AY( .`,11,SKAYI'311•CJKI (81)rSJ1KO1911 , NSAC5116




 1411,A1)141 ) r1A'l291AU2714T NSG^l1 S-!
!111'1 u)
	 T41C	 II r'I	 ,THI,FL 1 )W,FHIGH,FOFL,C,T NSAC9119
1 NT! I,^ P	 T PNI, PL ANK V SA C51 40
-1-114	 1i LANK /1'1 	 / NS.lrS! .5
II'" r•4CI	 )'1	 A(	 1')(1 ), 11(	 100) NsA''ri15'i
)1 T 1	 17 1 A%l1/114-/ NSA0liI
' 1 LA')K	 =	 .7S^'I g 011F00 14SA01iia',
I)AiH	 =	 .i r•4 )4197F a 8 NSAC51 ti7
11	 -	 N1x 1)I1A,IRI NSAC517^,'
I%	 =	 IA ► 1 %55,:5175
1",V	 114 ► 1 `45A:511)
I r	 I	 T't'1 S 1 1 )	 -	 9L A 11 1	 SOr 31 1 1 5, 5O NS AC5 I A-,
S1IIS 1	 T'1	 1`1,521,KKK NS.1 o r) 111
I ,1 14 11E11,11 NS,1C5l^n
NSAC5711
'.? ,P 11F I
	 1.91 I'S •105"1)N
50 i; i	 T `)
	1 6. 71,KKK NSA052! 5
0, 1 1 11F1 3." ! )	 T p Ns NSA1C511l
; r 	T	 )	 1 1 NSA CS?25
7 '.r'IT':1-4
	 Q 	 IA NS 14SAC1)?11
! ► r1R•4 1T(? Iii ITRANSFER
	 FUNCTIT! N	 IOA1///) NSA;'ti ?15
r , 1 - 'M AT(/// ?4 1 41S=NSITIVITY	 FUNCTION	 I CIA I///I NS1C'i?'."'
9 C. ALL
	
I X	 A li 01 1 AP, A ) NSAC5-'ti5
1 1
	 =	 'J I'1^ (55, !6
	
► 	 1 3*1	 I I `!CA05'S1
,;^; ITF11,41	 SSrIDASH,I=1.111 14 SA C`+?'i•,
1, F 'l'tl A I 16H0 1-1S) = .E10.3,IH', 5>,A11 VSA!,".lbl
W I ) I	 TF	 1	 i, 5) `,SAC112,:)
5 N 1104 1T1 I y I NSAr5.'7I
1.ALI
	
I (PANUI IRP,P) NSA 35 15
RI - T11 1)N NSAC57d0
, NO '1 S•1 C57ar,
133
RSU IlR1)UT INE	 FXPANI)( IAP,R00T I HSA05790
')1 MI NSInN	 fU1TH(1r)),Rn rlT150,21,FX(91 NSAC5295
C )A TA	 11LrPLr PAR rr)ASH,ESS/1H	 .IH+,IHI,IH-,IHS/ NSA 05100
SL	 =	 25C9AC38t C0 NSA 013
PI.	 =	 .I 3085042F 17 NSA05311
PAR	 =	 .201350614t 35 NSA05404
UAS 14	=	 .H54 n 4l97FlH NSA C`ia07
F.SS	 =	 -0.?1963474 F 41 NSACSIOA
IWAY	 =	 l NSA O F) 110
IAt	 =	 4 NSA05316
is
	 =	 1 NS A05 32()
_	 .3L NSA05125
1'4 1A?	 - MIN^IiAP,IAtI NSA C`, 330
IA?M	 A7	 -2 NSA C I; 3311,
IAM	 =	 IA?	 -1 NSAC5340
.n	 T"	 („51 •
	
I WAY NSAO5345
4 IF	 l	 IA?- 1)	 hr 7, 11 NSA05IS)
N WR11 C( 1 ,'-1 )	 I I,RL, 1=7, IA?MIrIAM, PAR NSAC51513
y Fr0 4 AT117X,1111,119,AIvI1112 	 AI	 I) NSA CS"161
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; 1 1	 Tn	 10 NSA n539,
23 W l tI IF 	 3,241 NSAC5401
24 FnRHAT( 1 7X, 1H1 .76X, 1N) I NS A05406
Go Tn	 10 NSA05410
5 S	 =	 Ess NSAl5415
11	 =	 IC-1 NSAC5420
If	 ((IA?M)-(17))	 201111118,11119 NSAG54?6
31119 W I) ITf13,12)
	
(I.9L,I= IZ.IA2M),IAM.PAR NSAC5431









In UU	 13	 l= IS, IA 7 NS A05465
J.)	 =	 1-IS+1 NSA 05410
X	 =	 ROCIT 1 I.I 1 NSA C5475
I F	IX!	 1405tIS NSAC',480
14 ' 1 UVII JJ)	 =	 HASH NSA05485
,U	 TD	 16 NS AU5490
15 (NIT H( JJ 1	 =	 PL NSA05495
IF	 1111-1111	 I ON, 31120. 16 NSA05501
31170 nUTI(II=9L NSAC550?
16 FX(JJ)	 =	 ARS(XI NSA 05505
I3 FUNTINUE NSA05510
IF	 IIJJI-I1))	 31121,111,31121 NSAO5516
31171 WR IT F ( It I T)	 nuTH( 1). EX( I), S.I OUTH( J ),E X( A	 J-2,JJI # PAR NSA05521
134
1^ I' s l sr 'A AT(17)f ,	 IM	 AI, Fin. 4, Al, 1X,3(A1,E10.4,2 ►15	 I,A11 NSAC5526
1	 T"	 Ii NS405530
► rs h +I TI 1	 11, 1 71	 MTH( I
	 X( I I ,S,PAR NSAC5536
1 1 0 v =	 J NS A05540
IAJ
	 -	 I'1!
	 •	 4 NSA05546
I',	 IS	 + 14SAO5551
If	 IIIAP) — IISI)	 11172,1 ,4 919 NSA 05556




oFT l )RN NSA05STS
I %D N SA C55 NO
135
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C	 0ititotittstittptittitft ♦ ttttiitt!littttttitiitttttlt!*****tit*tit***NSA05590






k3Y	 THE METHOD OF	 MULLERtNSA05595
ttti 3tt t,*Ct tt ♦ tttitttittttttttttit***tit*tttttttttttt ttltt!ltttt!! tt*N SA05U00
GIMfiNSION	 COE (161•RnnTR(15), ROOT 1115) NSAC5605
Cl NSA C5610






N , JP	 =	 (	 N l	 +	 1	 1	 /	 2 NS All5625
I)')
	 I	 =	 1	 .	 NI1P NSAC5o30
J	 =	 N1	 +	 ?	 -	 1 NSAC5n45
C SV	 =	 COE I I ) N SA C564•3
C(IF(1)	 =	 COE( JI NSACS645
20 C r) E(JI	 =	 CSV NSA05650
N? = N1+1 NSA0565S
Nit =(^ NSA05660
1 =N1 +1 NSA C :665
19 1FIroF11	 97.9 NSA05670
7 N4=N4+ 1 NSAC15675
P 1 11Tu 1 1441=0. NSA05680




1C %X I+=O. H NSA05715
AX 1=0. NSA0571.1
L = l NSA05711)
h'k =1 NSAC57?0
ALPI H=AXR NSA 05725
1LPII = A XI NSA05730
`+= I NS A05 135
NS 405140
11 Hf-IIR=TFmR NSA 01,
`IET1 I =TE N 1 NSA(5750
AXd=0. RS N SA 05755
ALP)R=AX I , NSA0575('
AL)'.11 = AXI NSA05765
M=2 NSA05770
GOT 1 11 1 ) NSA05775
12 qFT?R= T FMP NSAC5790
nET?I=IFM1 NSA C57H5
A X lt=0. 9 NSA0S790
ALP 3p =AXR NSAC57.15
11_P31 = AX I NSAC51f')'j
`I=3 NSA05H15
GP. TfK)9 N SA C581 0
1	 3 4E T3R = TF MR NSA 05915
9l: 1 31 = IF 141 NSA05820
14 1El=ALPI-? -AL p 4R NSA05925
T E7=Al PI I-ALP31 NSA0514In
TE5=ALP3R-ALP2R NSACS83r,
TF 6=A1 P) I -At P)' I N SA C5840
IF	 136
If "=TF 5* T f `i+ TE h* TF 6 NSA05445
TF 4=1 TE 1 *TF`)+TE 2*T[ 61 /TEM NS A05A50
11	 ,= (T 1'? *1 F5-1 F1*IF.6
	
TFM NSA05855
I I 1 -I F1+1	 . NSAC5850
IF9= TL I*I I I-1E4*TF4 NSAC5F65
TEIO-Z. r TE3*TF4 NSAC5870
!)E 1 5= TF 7*117 T 3k— TE 4*BE T31 NS A0587 5
I)FIh = TE7*HET 31*TF4*11ET3R NSA05880
I L 1 1 = T F I*RFT2't — I F4 *RE T2 I +RE T 1P — DE 15 NSAC5885
TF12=T F1*`+ET? I +I E4*8FT?P+RET 11-DE 16 NSA C5890
IF l= TF 9-1 . N SA C5t395
TF L=IF')*'1FT2R-T,'1r1 *IIFT21 NSAC590n
1E7 = If" ')*R1	 T2I+ Ti - IC *BF T2R NS A05905
TEl 3 = TL1 - 1+!.T l 1)-TF 7*11ET3R+TE 10*RET3I MsA05910
TE14=TF?-13LII 1-T F7
 *HET 31-TE10*13ETIR NSA05915
T L15=0)	 15*1F3-DEI1,*T E4 NSAC5920
TFIc)=DEI , "TE4+OR6*TF3 NSAC5J25
IF 1=T1	 13* TF I I- TF 14* TE 14-4. 	 (
 1 F I I*TE15-TE12* T El 61 NSAC5930
T F? = ?.*TF 1 i*TE 14-4.*( TE 12_*TE 15+TE 11*TE161 NSAr5'J35
IFM= QPT
	 (TF1*TFI+TF2*TE21 NSAC'590
I F ( T F I
	 II11,	 113rII NSA05945
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	 =	 S.J , iT	 l	 .5	 *	 1	 TEN	 -	 T El	 1	 1 N SA C	 50
1L1=, S *TE2/T F 4 NSA C5955
sit	 Tit	 ! 1l NSAC^i`)6R
TF3=SJ c, T	 (. 5 *( TE M +TE 1) 1 NSV5965
I f (T F 2 1 1 l 0, nn, 200 NS A05') 10
TE I  =—T L ; NISA 0597)
If 4 =. 5*T E? /T EI ^J S4 C599J
TV 7=IE 1 i+ T F i NSA 0S435
TFR = TL14+TF4 NSA05	 `110
TE)=TF13—TF3 NS A`ti)y5
I F I^ = T F 14—T F4 NSA C:, 0101
IF1 =?. t IE15 NSIC50CIS
TE2=2. r IF1 r, NSAC6C10
IF ( IF 1* IF 7+ TEFL* TF 9 — TE9*1 E9 — TE10* TE10)204 ,204 x205 NS A06015
TF_ 7 = IF') NS A06020
TErt=Tt	 10 NSA06n25
TF M =TE7 $ TE1+TF8*TFR NSA05030
TF3 =1 T E1 t T F7+T E - *T E8)/TFM 'A SAC60115
TF'.-1 TL?* 1E7-TEL*TF8 )/TEM NSA06C4f)
A XK=Al P W+ TL 3* TL)- TE -* TE6 NSAU6U45
4X1=AI_Plf+TF3*Tt6+ TE4 *TL- 5 NSA0605I
4LP4 u=AXP NSA06055
At P', 1- AX 1 NSA06'J`)r)
M=4 N SA C60n`i
,it	 TO	 99 PISA OF,U7)
df:=1 NSAC6075
IF(AFtS








	 (AXI I I-I.E-7118, 18, 17 NSA0609J
r43 =A1+l N SA 06095



















ALP l 1=AL I '?I NSA0613S
AL I»R= Al P 3 P NSArl,l 10
AI. i" 1 = AL P3 I NSA C61 l 5
Al D iu=ALP.R N S4 C6120
1L t'31-AL 14I NSAC6)25
, IF I 1" = 9F T?R NSA061 3)(1^IfI= g ET21 NSAO!,135
+FT ? P= Ii ET A R NS40^140
tFT'' 1= R LT 3I NSAC6145
T- TIP=TFMR NSAC6150
it III =TF Mf NSAC6155
IF(N3-1JO)
	
14, 1P, 18 NSAnb16,1
N 4= 144+ l NS AC61 15
"rIHT R IN4 1= ALP4R NSA051 in
an CTI (f\41=ALP41 NS4C6175
NI=1 NS.106180
II	 ( N4 - '1l)	 3C, 37, 37 N5AC5I15
CANT 1NUC NSAQo190
D O
	21	 I	 =	 1	 .	 NUP NSAO(,] 9S
J	 =	 NI	 +	 7	 -	 I NSA('1009
CSV	 =	 Cut (I ) N 54 CO? J5
VJIF(I)	 =	 ('OFIJI NSACS210
C 'IF I J)	 =	 C SV 14SAU6711)
P FT UP, N N5,1'u,? I1
IFIABS	 ( RC I I 11IN411-1.E-5110,10,31 NSA!)6?25
GO	 TO1 3 ?,101,L NSA CF?3-3
AX P =AI.PI R NSAC$O35
.1 XI =-ALI l l 1 NS•106?4)
ALP I1 = -4LP11 14SAC624S
11=5 NS AC6'S0
q,n T 1 99 NSAOt,?55
11FT1 P = T FMR NSA C6260
fl FTll=IFMI NSAC^,I55
AX 1 4-ALP?R NSAr6Z	 1
Ax1= - ALP2I 114SAC6775
ALP 21 = -ALP 21 NS 406?-10
r1=6 NS4C6?4ri
,C Tu 91 NSACh?qO
11L 1? P= I F M R N SA no'Ni
31	 T?( =TrMI NSAC6301
A XR = Al P 3R NS A^o 10 li
It  I= - ALP •31 NSA0631C
ALP	 I= -AL P11 NSAV`,3l5
L'? N SA Cn I' 1
-4=i NSAC61?5
TFMR=CUEI I1 NSAC6310
TFA1 = J.0 NS 	 , I15
nf, IO	 1, 14 1 NSAOh 14
III = TIMA*AX I1 -T EMI*AX I ,ISAn61**
IFMI =I I 'M I sAXR+TEMR*AX1 NSAC6'15)
tr 'AR =	 TFI+CnElt+11 NSA 013 155





13FLL = T FM I
	 NSA06'A65
vl 1 F 1 114 1102, 103, 102
	 NSA06370
107 1)(- 1 )11 =l ,N4	 N SA C63 75
It A I =A XR -kFFITR I 1
	 NSA 06380
If M)=Axi -k nn I1( I I 	 NSA06315
I E 1=1 FM l *TFM l*THMI*TEM2 	 NS A063')0
f Fl = (TFMR*f F41 +TEM I*TEM2)/TE 1 	 NSA06395
TEM(=(TFMI*IE"'I-TFMR*TEM2)/TE1 	 NSAC6400
InI TEM 1. .?	 N SA C6405
103 ,.P 1 1 )( 11, 17, 13, 15, 339A41,M	 NSA06410
N')	 NSA00415
',I) WOUT INE	 R'IrIF NSA10420
C. 	rnraa^a*saaaar#aa***a*rrrr*r**rr#***s***a**##aras#rss#roaaas*s*****arNSA^")64^5
C	 a	 P	 -	 NIJ'1FRATf1K,	 LOd	 ORDER	 TERMS	 FIRST *NSAC6430
r	 NP	 -	 f RIIF R	 r!F	 rJIJMC "AT nR *N SA C64 3!)
C	 e	 )	 -	 I)[N 11 11NATOR,	 LCW	 ORDER	 TER M S	 FIRST *NSAC6440
C.	 NI')	 -	 r) O W-Al 	(IF	 OF NOMI NA T(Ik *NSA06445
C	 N',TCP	 -	 NO.	 OF	 TNTC P VALS	 AL')NG	 X-AX[ S *NS ACo450
f.	 a	 STARTING VALIJF	 OF	 X *NSA)645'i
*	 nx	 -	 STLP	 SIZE *N SA C6460
(.	 *	 1 SiMA	 =	 0	 J- 1 `1M FGA	 EVALUATION	 OF	 H(S) *NSA 06461
r:	 *	 IS„++A	 =	 1	 SIGMA	 EVALUATION	 OF	 HIS) * \SAC6462
t4*4aa**r*aafi*{rbabrr#*rr!#*arr******rb*rrr*tea***#*r***r**r**r*r#***a!yS Q(J64`.5
r:OM^tnN
	 1 naT a r\Sa0^4i6
1. 1-1 	 P(50),V(`)0),PHIH(250),l_1GW(250),L0GH(250),)UM1(3950)14SA06461
,)WMntl	 IVn i t, 0 1, IVT1601, ICI1140 1, ION 401r 1EL1 40)	 1 ST( 40) NSA :64651
7	 1 ,L(40) ,1 JIAG(40) 91 KT AG, (401,Z(40 ),NE NSA C6464
C11r141`N	 W01ITP(50,21,41111TI(SOr2),I NUT ,OUM(199) NSA0;,411
C r IMMr)N	 UONCI 1 n ,401,LPATII(10,40),NLCN(4)),ISTART NSA0647'
1:OMA(t1	 SCflrl(1311,SJAYI81),SKAY(81),SJK7( I'll ),SJZKn(91), 14SA06',13
4SJCKZ(91),SJKf.(AI ) NSAC64lt
r moM nrJ	 AN (41 1 , AD(4 1 ) . TAN2, IAD29 RAT N SA Cf)-'i M
;fMMnN	 Nk	 R(l0) ,THI,xMIN,F14IGFI, FIX, C,T `4SA064l/
r ;nm,4nN
	 Zn p I'^( 4C) , ALPIiA ,PC TA , I PUWE R NSACo4l't




CCM rl0N	 1NCSVE 125,42 I, ILMT ( 1,40 )v [SCALE, I SGM4 NSAC6-,d?
NI NFNSI r1N	 14(7) NSA0i,4`► ,
RI AL
	 l f1 ';H,L ( If ;w NSA064)0
C.	 )AT1
	 (RMK7( l),1 = 1,10)/6H	 PHI,6HIH)	 V,6HS.
	
LFIG,6HIDMEGA,I1-1), NSAC6515
C	 1 1 H	 ' 114	 ,Ili	 9 1H	 , 1H	 / NS A06570
C	 DATA	 (P"KIII),I = 1,101/	 611	 20.* 9 6HLOG( AR, 611S(H)) 	 ,OH	 VS.	 L, NS406575
C	 1h11CG(OMC,4HGA),IH	 ,I 	 ,111	 9 1H	 / NSACh5101
NOT( P=(FHTGH-XMIN)/FIX NSA 06515
I F (N ; TF P-	 250)	 11134v10 9 10 NSA06540
.it 134	 L f )%T INUI= NS AC654I





	 f )F	 H	 AT	 EACH	 STEP	 *** NSACW)h;
C. NSAW6 51
IF ( ISG M A)
	 1,1,20 NS%C6541
1	 w) I TF 1 i	 I n(i) NSA 00546
C. NSAC65i'1
NITR	 =	 NSTFP	 ♦ 	 1 NSA1165n5
110
	
7	 I = I, NITR NSAP6`+70
C NSA Ct,575
L f7t;WII	 =	 XMIN	 *	 (1-1)*Cx NSAC6sa0
70MLG
	 =	 10.0**LnGW(I I NSAC,616
CALL	 FCMPLX(0.C,Z04LG, 1 11 NSAOh)')I
Q11511	 =	 H( 11 *HI	 l )	 *	 41 2) *141 2) NSA06YJ'








	 PLOTS	 *+* NSA0n615
140
aC NSA06h2r!I
CA11.	 SCAIF	 1	 LUGH	 ,	 NIT 	 ,	 YMAX	 ,	 YMIN	 1 NSAC6625
1 RPKI	 =	 1 N SA C'•627
1 N	 =	 1 NSAr6,.30
FALL	 PLOTS(LOGW,LOGH,P,2,1,4,NJTR,3rIRMK1rYMAX,YMIN,IND) NSA 1q',36
Y •1AX 1	 =	 PH 144 11 NSA06640
Y K'IN1
	
=	 PHIH111	 ) NSA:16645







	 -	 PHIH(II	 )696914 NSA066^)-i
14 YMIO1	 =	 PHI HI 1) NSA06661
h CONTINUF NSA06652
YMAX	 =	 36!1. N SA C66)5
YMT','
	 _	 -	 540. NSA(6h1J
IF(YMAXI
	 -	 180.0)	 3113993113997 NSArI6,.)75
11139 IF( YMIN1
	 *	 180.0)	 7 t 11 13R t 31138 NSAO1,610
31138 YMAX	 =	 1,30. NSAC65y1
YMIN
	 =	 -	 IRJ. NSAC66i5
7 CONT I NUF N SA C66'10
IRMK?	 =	 7 NSA06h92





10 wR1TF11,If)01	 NSA C671I
k  IURN	 NSAC6715
^f	 NITR=NSTI--P+1	 NSAC6716
kil l ITI ( 1, 109)	 NSAf)6717
I)(1 21
	 1= I,NITR
S I GMA= YM 1 ,]+( 1-1 1 *0X	 NSA';6 119
CALL F C M P L X IS IGMA,0.0 9 H)	 NSAC6720
wRl TF11,I101 SIGMA,HII 1	 NSA06171
LI1Gw111 =SIG(lA	 NSA067?2
21	 I.nGHI 1 1=H1 l 1	 NS AC6721
(_ALL PLOTk(L11GW9L0GII,NITR)	 NSA(' , , 124
Q1:TUQN	 NSAOn77.5
1: ) 0 FOR S"AT (It'll PROGRAM RESTRICTS GRAPH TO 250 STEPS	 1	 NSAC672a
104 FOP, 14 A 	 (9X,4(F15.R,2X)) 	 NSA06727
1 19	 F )R`1AI1 1111, aK9611 SIGMA 11 X 9 6H HREAL//)	 NSAC6728
110	 F'lW-4AII TX,21E15.8,2X11	 NS A^6 721
108 1 1 IRMAT IIN1,'1 X911H L I IGILIMEGA)r6X,7H OMEGA 9 9X,16H 20.*1LOGIAHSIH)I,NSAO1)731




SU'mnUT f NF	 ',CALF	 I	 Y	 ,	 N1,	 YX	 ,	 YN	 I NSAC6750
ei:ntr4?pbe#trb4bbb#bbM4###b###R#4########################!!# #4#b#R#####N SAO 6T55
S(, 1LL I N I ;	 k0l1TI NF	 FOR	 SURR()UTI NF	 PLOTS •NSAC676)





	 Y I I 1 NSA0677'1
Y M IN	 =	 Y(II NSAC673J
1 )1)	 1	 f	 =1	 ,Nl NSA067,3 ,
IF(YMAX	 -	 Y(11	 1	 2,3,3 NSA06741
Y'1.1X	 =	 Y(	 I	 ) NSA067 )?
3 1F (YV.1N	 -	 Y 	 I I	 1	 It 1 9 4 NSACo74;
4 YM IN	 =	 Y 1 I 1 NSA0679,j
1 C.0NTINnF NSAC')797
1)IFF	 =	 (YMAX	 -	 YMINI/100.0 NS406,1)l




31 144 D II F	 =	 I . NS A(68 )6
31141 IXP	 =	 ALnGIO	 (	 DIFF	 1 NSAC.')811
IF	 11	 rTFF	 )-(1
	
11	 31146.31145#31145 NSAC)+?15
1 1146 1 XP	 =	 I XP	 -	 1 N SA C6^416
{114 1, I)	 =	 10.	 XP NSAC63)0
(,	 =	 10. NSA06N25
IF	 l(	 4.0	 #	 D	 1-1
	
RIFF	 11	 31147,31148#31148 NSA^6.130
11148 C	 =	 5. n NSA 06!,
It 147 IF	 (1	 5	 ^	 1)	 1-1	 RIFF	 1I	 31149,11150,31150 NSAC6ai5
111`.; 0 C	 ?.5 NSAC..),
)1144 1F	 1(	 2.7	 +	 1)	 1-1	 DIFF	 11	 31151,31152,31152 NSAC694^
it	 I 1:' 1 NT Ir.UF NSAO:,	 4
6 I;	 =	 C ► D MSAC'il',5
N= Y MAX	 /	 D ♦ 	 5 N SA C^+15C
YX	 =	 0 #	 N NS406355




Sl11i ? IUTINL	 PL n T'iIX, Y ,7,N1,N2,N3,M,NTP'11)T,ITTLE,YMAXIN,Y4IN IN, NSI) NSA06H75(	 ##!lS/RC*tlaeal/fi!!#!!i#fi#^#R##4##R##*##R*#*#^#*##4#######!########* *NSA06i3H0
C	 THIS	 S1 p 41•rUT INE	 I'LCT';	 VERSUS	 X *NSA C6884
C	 *	 M	 I S	 T 1 1F	 NI1MI;r P.	 OF	 PAINTS *NSA C6R90
C	 )J 1"	 IUI	 1	 5	 TILE	 (111T1 1 1IT	 TAPF *NSA(16)95
C	 T I (I.F	 I S	 TNr•	 HLAU1 NG	 FOk	 Till	 rkAPH *NSA06900








C	 R	 '41=7	 S F LFCTS	 ',TA P	GRAPH 4111 SAC6`)70
L	 N2=1	 SFLFCTS	 N f IRIr AL17AT1ON	 RFTWFFN	 YMIN	 AND YMAX *NSAC6015
C	 *	 N7=?	 S F LrC	 S	 f1R	 NOW M.	 [IFTWEL-N	 -250H	 AND	 0118 ''NSA06'li0
C	 *	 N2=1	 ,rl F r TS	 NOR'(.	 RETWEFN	 0	 ANO	 SMALLFST	 PfIWER	 OF	 10	 (;REATFR 4'NSA041)15('
	 *	 T HAN	 Y'4 1X *NSA06940
C	 *	 N')=4	 SFLIL.TS
	
NOR M .	 F'FTWEFN	 -1	 AND	 *1 *N SA C61)4')
C	 SFLFCTS	 NORM	 IIETHF.CtJ	 -lo	 TI) THE	 NTH	 AND	 *10	 TO	 THE VTH fi^'SAr6970
C	 *	 N1-1
	
SFLFCTS	 'JCTAI	 FnPMAT	 Fnk	 X t4SACc,1)55
C	 *',i=7	 T4I-ATS	 X	 AS	 FIXC!)	 POINT	 AND	 WPI TES	 X	 IN	 FIXED	 POINT NSAf)6'+60
C.	 •	 N 1= i
	 'Ni L I rT S
	
FLOAT INN,	 PO IN T	 FIRMA T	 FOR	 X	 1 F ) * NSA;)696i
r,	 *	 N3=4	 S I.L FCT 1,	 FI')AT IN ,	 POINT	 FLIRMAT	 Frnt	 X	 ( E C'NSAC69M
C	 N1=5	 F-+FATS	 Y	 AS	 FLIIAT ING
	
POINT	 AND WRITES	 X	 IV	 FIXED	 PUINT t.NSAC`,')I)
C	 o	 a	 *	 c	 s	 #	 #	 * *NSA 069.19
L	 141 (,K	 I''1' 4 f'IIATFI.Y	 VH(_THEP	 M	 AND	 NTPOUT	 ARE	 ZERO	 OR	 NEW IVE *N SACl,'f•I5
C.	 #!!!!!*4'#!!*#aaaf4?RR+i##R#*####i,##'Y#####!R####!R*#####*###i#*#!####aar^$Af1^^1 ^)
,)I`1rN;InrT	 x(2),Y(2),717),ALINE(101) NS4LI,991)
Ol y rt,S ION	 T IT L 	 (H 1 NSAC70 i-J
rrNMON
	
I D A T A NSAr,1C,01
I F (",)	 5 1 0, 5 001610 NSA07C`05
500	 till IF  3,55()	 M NS A01011
y 'iU
	
fH I,'IAI(371I	 AH f 1RT
	
FRD4	 SO4R(IU71NF	 PLOTS	 ,M = ► 101 NSA079I'i
G 	 TO	 510() NSA 07070
6	 1F1NT1)'111T )
	 70111iO, Q 00 NSAC/>>S
70C	 W-+I TL13,750)	 NT POUT NSAC1011
750	 Fnk -;AT(
 
1711	 AH f IRT	 FR(1M
	 SUBROUTINE
	
PLOTS,	 NTP9UT = 110 ) NSA07735
71	 T1	 SO Ir NS AO/041
40n
	 CnNT INHL NS AO 1045
r	 )Iy1N;In'1	 X(7),Y171,ALiNE(1011•TITLEI10) NSA07^5'I
,C	 Tn	 1	 1, ?,6 •H, 10, 12, 14,16)9ITTLE NSA07':56
I	 W i^l	 if 14SA0f()>7
i	 F'1R'44T( III 1,75x,3311	 20.*L 0151ARS(HI )	 VS.	 LnoInMEGAJ// 1 NSAOlnSi
(;f l
	 TI
	 5 NS AC 70') )
2	 w R I I F IN111 0UT, 4) NSAU7()1,2





T	 5 I) SA 701) 1A
6	 WRI TI	 (NTPIIuT,71 NSA 10),31
1	 F11kMAT( 011,75X, 124	 MAGNITUDE	 EPROR	 VS.	 OMEGA	 // 1 NSA 7063'
fall	 T	 I	 5 NSA7q1^) iU
3	 ,+°ITI,MT1 IJT,9) NSA70htr
'+	 F,IU)'A ATIIH1,254,11H	 111:CIHEL	 ERR'JR	 VS.	 1 14EGA	 //I NSA 7064F
Iii	 r 	 , NSA 7164',
10	 WRIT f- (NT11 k111T,II) NSA 706 Ill
11	 F ' I '^'AT( I ll 1,754,)411	 PHASE	 ERknk	 VS.	 nMFGA	 //) NSA7r631
143
,fl	 TO	 5 NSA1063J
12 4R11E(NTPOUT,IAl NSA7063K
13 FC14MAT (1 III 75Xr4 104	 REQUIRED	 6	 OBTAINED MAGNITUDE	 VS.	 OMEGA //)N SA 7063L
:U	 I()	 5 NSA 7063M
14 w P I TF I N TP(-UT, 15) NSA7063N
15 Fllk"AT( 111125X,44H	 REQUIRED	 G	 OBTAINED )B	 MAG.	 VS.	 OMEGA //) NSA7063O
GO 10	 5 NSA7063 P
16 WkITF(NT PQ) T,171 NSA7063Q
17 FC'R"AT(111I,75X,4?H	 REQUIRED	 E	 OBTAINED	 PHASE
	 VS.	 OMEGA //) NSA7063R
5 C.ONII r1UF NSA07064
1J)5 Fllk'4AT1 I 	 ,))X,	 7H	 YM1N=	 ,E 15. 8,	 bX,7H	 YMAX=	 ,E15.8) NSA07066
1150 Fn P'4 AT 	 1110,
	
47H	 VALUE	 OF	 X	 Y	 I S BETNEFN YMAX	 AND YMI ISO NSA070/0
110 n FORMAT 177HO	 Vt,LI)E
	
OF	 X	 -25
	 -20	 -15 -10 NSA07076
I	 -5	 0) N SA C7091
1125 FORMAI172Hn	 VALUE
	
OF	 X	 0	 2	 4 6 NSA07091
1	 8	 1 (1) NSA07096
112b FnkMAT(/IH0,.)'0X,2311F11LL
	 SCALE	 IS	 l0	 TO	 THE,14/1 NSA07101
1151 FOR %iAT (7)110	 VALUE	 OF	 X	 -1	 -.8	 -.6	 -.4	 -.2	 0 .2 NSA07106
1 .4	 .6	 .9	 1 ) NSA07l 11
1160 FORMAT W10	 VALUE nF x	 -10	 -8	 -6	 -4	 -2	 0 2 NSAC7121
14	 f,	 8	 10) NSA07126
1175 F11R'lAT(I	 17,)XSIAI) NSA07136
1201 FOR4AT(117,2X51Al) NSA07141
125 FORMAT (F17.5, 2X51A1) NSA07146
17.57 Fri P 14 AT (F17.9,2X5tAl ) NSA C7151
C	 TEST y l,	 N7x	 AND N3	 TO ENSURE	 THEY	 ARE	 IN THE PROPER	 RANGE NSA07155
IF(NI)	 1290912.90,12hO NSA07160
1200 IF(N1-2)	 1765,1?65,1290 NSA07165
1)65 1F(N))	 1292t 1292, 1270 NSA07170
1210 IFIN7-51	 1275.1275,12'4 2 NSA07175
1?75 IF(N3)	 1794,1294,1280 NSA07190
1280 1F(N3-4)	 179791297,1294 NSAC7135
I2` C N° I Tt	 I NTPnUT, 1291 ) NSA07190






1292 W R I T I	 INTPlI1T,1?93) NSA07205
1293 FORMAT (4511	 ABORT	 FROM SUBROUT INE PLOTS,N2
	 NOT SPECIFIED) NSAC7210
,O	 fn 5000 NSA07215
1794 Wr)1 IF	 INTP(IUT,17a5) NSAC7220




,n T A I	 500^ NSA07230
C;	 MAX JAIJA	 ANO N INUMUM
	
Y	 W ILL	 Nnw	 BE	 FOUND NSA07235




18 YMA X	 -	 Y( l l NSA07246
Y'4IN=Y( I I NSA07250
011	 14 1)()	 1=2,4 NSA07255
IFIYMAX-Y ( I ) 1
	 13')0, 1310, 1325 NSA07260
1300 Y N AK=Y(I) NSA072b5
;0	 Tn	 1400 NSA07270


























































1 400 Ci IN:I I NU F
IF 1( NSI )-1 nil 31164,31163,31164
i1154 Y MAX = YMAXIN
11163 1F (1 NJ I I-1 011 311 h6, 31165, 31166
it 166 Y'A I I I
 - YMININ
11165 CnrIT INUF
PF p 101) _ .44152 J35F13
STA U
 = , 1 10'i1646F34
IiAP = -0.27'125515[47
HL ANK = . 25(98C iAL 00
AN 1= -0. 1 124 7 240F 1 1
PIIJS = n.11095042F17
1FIY'AAX-YMIN) 76„21,26
76 YSL!IPF =1 CO. (`/(Y MAY -YMINI
CFl7 C.
	
YMA X I F i)owrR FIPII UN I S SELECTED
71 IF(N7-2) 142:,1,75,1470
1405 11 : 1 YMAX 1 14n6, 1 4 06, 1410
1406 ORITF (NT POUT, 14071
)fl "5 1 =1 r NPAT F,
1407 FIIP 1A  (4 A H Ann',?T FROM SUBRTII)T INF PLCTS,YMAX POWER NEGATIVE)
lit 50Cr
1410 i:'INT INIJ[
C I I i CK=Y'iAX/ 116.227A
YP IWFu =100
 .n- 17. 371119 • Al- 0(',(YMAXI
142n f. q ,\T I NUE
IF NZ i)PII9M TFIRFF IS SELECTF0 A CHECK IS MADE FOR POWER 7F 10
I F I N 2- 3) 1 700, 147.5, 1 700
1415 G= 1 .11
IEXP=O
1FIY MAX 1 1450,1450,1500
l/r5n ,(RI TF (NTPnUT,1475 )
147 91 FINMA1(4 Ill AgIIRT FRnM SIJBRnoIINE PLCTS,NEGAT IVE DATA)
RF TIlR',1








l	 75 r ,= C, « 1 C ,n
IFXP=IEXV+I
1F( ,-YMAY) 1575,"7.000,7000
1700 IF (NZ-5) 2()C09 l T05,200C
)70'1 A= An S( YMAXI
n= A!IS( YM I(J )
IF IA- BI 1710, 1720,172
171 r YMAX =R
) TO 1475
1 770 YMA X =A
G(I T;1 1 4) 5
700 n r:1 TO 120(1 1, 71020+103, 2004, 2'105) rN2
1 4 5
2'7(1 1 '4 14 1 Tr	 INTP11T,IOP)	 YMIN,Y M AX NSA 0 752 0
*4 1 Tr	 1NIP , )UT,In501 NSA07525
Y 	 T'1	 It) 25 NSA07530
2(102 W1 , I T 	 I OWWT , 1 1101 NS A075 45
,P T O	 2025 NSA07540
^Ou 4 WRitf INTPMT,1176) IF.XP NS407546
dul	 T[	 (NIP1111T,11251 NSAC7547
;r)
	 TO	 )025 NSA07550
7004 4C 1 TI	 114 TP IMT, 11501 NSA075S5
(; 1
	 1''1	 2025 NS A07560
790 1) '4PITFINTP! 1 )1,II2 0^1	 iFXP NSA07566
W 1e 1 TrINTPOIT,1160) NSAC7567
702 JR( W = 9 NSAC7570
11	 400(I TF! ^ = I,M NSA07575
.)VOW=.)R')W* I NS 4075.10
IF( .lknW-101
	
2150 . 2050, 2050 NSAC7545
20', 1) 00	 211 n 	J	 =	 I ,51 NSAC1591
21CO AL1NEIJ) = PFRIU(1 NSAC7595
JR'1u=1 NSA G 7605
;O	 T 1 1	 275(1 NSA07610
2150 1 -1	 720('	 J	 =	 1951 NSA07616
2?()0 AL I rl[	 1 J 1 = tiL A 1 IK NSA07h?I
775^ JkUW=JR ! )W 4, 1 NSAC1625
1F(W-4)	 .'715,7125,2325 NSAC7630
7715 '1!1	 7 1()0	 1	 =	 1	 ,51	 ,10 NS401636
7100 ALIAE111=PEk1ul) NSA07c.40
Ul	 fl	 2375 NSAC7645
2 175 f):1	 7359	 1	 =	 1, 51, 5 NSA07651
7350 ALINE( I1 = PFRIUU NSAC7655
2115 GO	 T;1	 17400,?500,2600,2700,2HOO1,N2 NSAC1665
2400 CALL	 I NTVL ( YANX,YM1 N,50,Y(1 TER), IY ) NSA07611
I Y	 =	 I Y	 -	 I NSA07615
If l'ITY^F- 3) 1'), 199 70 NS AC 7h 76
20 CALL	 INTVL lY'iAX9YIiIN 9 50,1( ITLR ), II I NSA 0 16 17
11	 =	 II	 -	 1 NW7674
19 1,O	 TM 30 n 0,15 r101.N1 NSA016AI
? ,)co IFIY(1 TfR)-CIIrr-K)
	 2525,2525,2550 NSA01685
2575 1Y= 0 NSAC7691
AL INF( 51 1
	 =	 4N NS4016 J2
,11	 TO	 (3 ,100, i'>0')),NI NSA01645
1550 I Y =17 .  371 174* AL("G(Y I IT ER I ) W POWER N S4 c? T00
I 	 =	 IY/7 NSA0770I
AL 1'41.1
	
51)	 =	 4NI NSAC7702
Gl	 T1	 l	 i r (1 011501), : 41 NSA0710S
7601 it (Y ( IT FP ) )	 2625, 262`., 2650 NSA07711
2625 IY-1 NSA01715
AL1NEIII	 :	 A l l I NSAC771 T
,Ll	 M	 ( 10000SO11 ,Kl NSA07720
1650 IY- Y( I TE O )'1J.0**1 F XP NSA0772S
IY	 =	 IY/? NSA01727
AL INF ( I)	 =	 AN I NSA07779
r,n	 TO	 110()0, ;5001.
 N1 NSAC7730
11:
?7CC Ii	 l Y( III(+)-1.0)	 ?775,?7N0,7775 NSA07735
?7L5 11 ( YI I T( P 1+I. C)
	
2750,7780 r7-780 NSA07740
71>n IY	 i NS 407745
'1L 1NfL	 ?61	 =	 A l l I NSA07747
F1)I1(10U.15001rNI NSA:, 7 V) 0
717`1 Y	 =	 ti7 NSAC7756
AI I'If:I 7/.)
	 =	 ANI NSA07757
,!)	 T11	 3 r O r ,	 15 .1CI.N1 NSA07760
2 7H( 1 I Y 	=	 ?5,	 +	 ?5, • Y(1 TC R ) NSA07766
AL I rJFI.' f, 1	 =	 A"J 1 NSA07757
G	 Til	 110 r 0,3500) t N', NCAC7770
7800 I Y=50.0+,5•YI I TFR I+11.0++(7-IFXP) NSAC7115
1 Y	 =	 IY/ 7 NSA07777
1L 1'4E(	 261	 =	 ANI NSAC7778
GO	 TO	 ( SO r O, 1500r .N l NSA0779O
100(' JK= IY +I NSA077'19
on	 110r	 1 = 1 rJK NSAC7790
11 10 AL1'P- (	 I ) =11.1R NSA07795
G'1	 T , 1	 ( 37COr i75Cr1A00r3850,3900),N3 NSA07H0'1
1500 ILI'ITYPL.-	 1)	 21,71,77 NSA07HOS
7? IF-1 IY	 -	 17 1	 ? "s, 74, 2 1 NC 407806
74 Ai - I"IF11Y	 +	 11	 =	 f1 AP NSAC7307
;r	 T 	 ?5 NSAC7804
1 1 AL. I':E111	 +	 I1	 =	 PLUS NSA C7409
71 .AI INF(IY	 +	 1)	 _	 ;TAN NSA07810
25 (',n	 T')	 l 37 n •i, 1750, 1800, 3115^, 14001 ,N3 NSA07811
170 1 4RIT F (NTPIIUT,I115)
	
X(ITFP),IALINF(I)rI =	 1,51	 ) NSAV7916(10	 T1)	 4010 NSAC7H?0
A IY' 'WQfTFINTPFU)T,1?001
	
X(ITEP),(ALINE11),I =	 1.	 51	 ) NSACF1126
:;U	 T')	 410 11 NSA07R30
41100 WRITF(NT!'(JUT,1225)
	 X(I
	 fER),iALI NE( 11r1 =	 1.51	 ) NSAOTH36
Gi!	 T'1	 4'1010 NS AU 7 84 0
11150 .iNIIFINTPi 1 1)1,I25I1
	 X(ITFP1,(ALINE(I)rI =1.51	 1 NSAC7846
,O	 TO 40n r^ NSAC7851
3900 KF[ 'RM= X(ITIR) NSA0/855
WAITF(NIPMIT,I2CO)
	 X(ITFR)r1ALINE111,1 =	 1,511 NSAC7861
4000 r^ i INTINUk %SAD7H65
1' FT'J P N NSA07yJM
50rO 4RIT1.(1,51711	 NI,M17?,N1,	 NTPOLIT9Y M IN,Y4AX,TITLE NSA17875
S lOU r!IP •-lAT(;^4tit	 PLUT	 HAS	 PFFN	 DEL ET En/ N S A C 7 9 S 0
0111	 TT RE	 =	 .)11A6/ NS4071135
7	 TH0	 NI
	 =	 . 1 5/ NSAC7890
3	 7!+n	 ^J7	 =	 .I 5/ NSA07499
4	 7F')	 N1	 =	 , IS/ NSA01900
5 11N0	 NTPCHT	 =	 ,IS/ NSACT905
h	 4H1	 YMIY	 =	 ,E?O,R/ NSAC7910
7	 '),11	 Y M AX	 =	 ,E ;1n . A ) NSA07915
RF TU u N N, A07920 
E l l U NS AC 7925
147
1,UVWUTINF INTVL ( YMAX , YMIN , N1 NT , Y , 1 ) 	 NSA 07930
C
	 aa#ata#• tta# t+ a+t# f# a##attfaftssssfs+ tRR#etRatfsR +ssRR+fRtf +tt++t ** ttNSA07935
L # FINA THE C rl?4FCT INTERVAL FUR SURROUTINE PLOTS
	
*NSA07940
C #aasosat# att+#et+++#+ R+ at+fftR+ t• f+ t+tttRtttRt#tttsRftttRttR+ tttttsttNSA07945
U = 1 YMAX — Y N IN 1 / NINT	 NSAC7950
IF (1 Y )-1 (Y4IN+O/2.) )1 1 9 31182931182	 NSAC7955
4 1192 IF I( Y )-1 (YMAX+O/2.) 1) 3,2 9 2	 NSAC7960
3 1 = 1 Y — YM 1 14 1 / I)	 NS A07965
5 1 I ANSI I YM 1 14+1 I-1) t01 — Y1-117/2.01 1 4,4,31183	 NSA07979
4lIBI 1 = I + I	 NSA07975
GC TO 5	 NSAC7960
4 RFIURN	 NSA07985
I 1 = 1	 NSAC7990
<FTlf<N	 NS AO 7995








StAkIt0 1 )11NE	 FCMPLXIC,FFrF) NSA C4051
f;	 **I,**`Tafit•#&#d***91,ass#####*##R####a#######t#4#####################**NSA03055
C	 *	 LVALUATES	 TIIE	 TRANSFER	 FUNCTInN FOR	 CALCULATING THE	 INVERSE *NSA09060
C.	 *	 fil4NSF')'tM NS A0806.5
r	 aaaaaae#sss#oa:aas#Baas########s####a###########s###*############## #*NSAOH070
CC NU ON	 10 AT A NSA8071A
f.rMMCIN
	 VLOrP(92.71,ISL60P(9271,JL00P(927),KL00P19271, NSA8071R
IL(11,IP1927) rJLP14'1) ,I SLP(40) ,VLP(40) ,KLP1401,NL OOP ,S IGNC,K, OUM121 NSA8072A
0m4 1 N	 IVI)(40)rIVT140),IC0140),IOD140),IEL(40),IST(401, NSA8072ci
1 ;F 1 	 ,11. 1J IAC( 40) , IK• T AG, 1 401,Z( 40) ,NE NSA08073
COMMON
	 Rif)TR1'31,2),RUOT1(50,21r1VORT,0UMY( 199) NSA08074
C t) PIP w nN	 LC fi l l C 11.7x40)9LPATH110,401rNLCN14 1)),ISTAPT NSA08076
(' 11 Xi 	 SC(INIH1) ,SJAY 181 I,SKAY1811rSJK11811, SJZK0 	 81 ), NSA0A077
4SJ'IK1181)
	
SJK 1 )1191) NSA09078
'.[1MM(I114
	
AN 	 411 ,An( 411 ,1 AN2, I AL) 2,RAT NSA04079
1)1'"'NSI'IN	 F121,ANSI121,ANS2121, 	 ANS312)	 ANS412)
	
TRAN12)	 VAR(21 NSA0d081
FI1I	 =	 C NSAC8006
FI7)	 =	 FF NSAC8087
nF)	 5	 1 =	 1 r2 NSA 019,091
AN S 1( I)	 =	 C. 0 NS A0809 2
5	 ANS 1 1 1 1	 =	 0.0 NSA08096
IA(;1P1= IAN2+1 NSA 0810)
UU 2	 T I = 1, IAWP1 NSAC8105
1=1 AN2 PI-11 NSAC8110
VAR( 1)	 =	 ANSLI l) NSA08116
VAR( 2)
	 =	 ANSI( 2) NSA081l7
CALL	 CX' 1 ULTI VAR ,F,ANSI NSA^8118
2	 ANSI ( I )	 =	 ANSI. ( I)	 +	 AN( I+11 NSAOH119
I an? Pi = IAn7+1 NSAC8120
J11	 3	 I I =1 , I AD2 PI NSA C8125
I = I An2 19 1 — II NSA08130
VAR 1 1)
	 =	 AN S2( 1 1 NSA081 36





	 =	 ANS7111	 +	 At)I I+1 1 NSAC8139
CALL	 f X11 	 VI ANSI .ANS2 ,FI NSA 08 14 1
4	 F(	 I)	 =	 F11) O RAT NSA08142
F121	 =	 F17) *AA T NSA08143






SU ! WJUTINL	 N1LTIN9C,U,TMAX,NTIMF) NSA08155
CI 'O F NSIIN	 FII30)rT(1001rGnE121rF NUM 121r = DEM12),SR0UT121•VAR121, NSA 08161
I
	
S M UITI? ► NSAC8l62
F!)01 VALF IXE	 IFNOMII ) 9 CnFII l	 1 NSA08166
COMM ! IN	 IOATA NSAOBl37
C-m-m	 VLOnP1927),ISLUnP(921),JLOOP(9?7),KLCOP(427), NSAOHlb-3
1LCI1P( v 21	 JLP1401 9 1SLP140), VLP1 40),KLP140),NLOOP,SIG,NC,K,DUM(21 NSA0816)
CnMMIIN	 IVn(401r [VT (40),IC0140),IDOI40),IFL.140),IST(40), NSAC8171
?	 I.F140),IJTAG(401rIKTAG(40),Z1401,NE NSACA172
Cn •1'1ON	 ROOT R(50.2)• ROOT I150,21•1NORT,DUMY11991 NSA 08 17 1
C04WIN	 LCnNC( 10,401 ,LPATH( 10,401 ,NLCN(40) o lkTART NSA04174
C rTM 14)N	 SOON( 81),SJAY( 811,SKAY(811 rSJKZ181 ) r5,JZKO(Bl l r NISA08170
4SJnK7(91),SJKn(81) NSACb171
COMM r7N	 AN!41 ), AD141 ). IAN 2, IAD2,2AT NSA CHI 18
CnMMnN	 TRNS(IO) NSAC11179
WRI TG( 1,50) NSACHI )l
F r)R 11AT(26HLIMPULSE
	 RESPONSE	 FUNCTION WH	 FITI	 =I NS4Cd1)5
LIT=TMAx/ 100. NSA08?10
T 11 1=0. NSAI1`i?n5
F(I I=T (1l NSA C9210
D 	 5	 K=?,100 NS4Cy?15
TI K1 =TIK-1)+nT NSACH?Jr1
FIK)=F( 1) NSAUH?27
0H	 l7	 I= 1, I Ai) 2 NS409710
FN11(I )	 =	 RAT NSACo?15
FNU4121
	 =	 0.0 NSAC9?37
FOEMI II
	 =	 1 .0 NSA (,:+?41
FD1: '1( 2)
	 =	 0.0 NSA0R242
SPORT( 1)
	
=	 R09TRI T,2) NSA01?46
SR11DT (? I	 =	 ROI)T I( I t
 2) NSA08?47
Do	 10	 J = 1 , IAN2 NSA0f1250
SM11LT(l)	 =	 SROCTII)	 -	 ROnTR(J,11 NSAC9?55
S M ULTI?)	 =	 s or LT(2)
	 -	 ROOTI(J,1) NSA 312'.)6
VAR( 1)
	 =	 FNOM(1) NSA0;1257
VAR( 21
	
=	 FNUMl 2) NS40825:3
CALL
	
CXMULT (VA P 9 SMUL T, FNUM 1 NSAC8259
DO	 15	 J=1, IA02 MSACH?60
IF([-J)
	 31145,15 ,31185 NSAC9?61
S M ULT(I	 =	 SRUOTII)	 -	 ROnTR(J,21 NSAC-9762
SMUL TI 2)	 =	 SR 00 T1 21	 -	 RnOTI I J,21 NSA09263
VARI 11	 =	 FPLM( 1) NSA08?67
VAR(?l
	 =	 FDFM(21 NSAC1268
CALL	 CXMULT (VAR,S MULT, FOEM) NSACd?69
CONTINUE NSA C8270
VARI	 11	 =	 F NIIM( II NSA08271
VA4( 7)	 =	 FNUM( 2) NSA0827?.
CALL	 CXUIV(VAR,FDFM,FNUM) NSA08213
.IRITF1 ; ,51)	 RnO7R(1,7),Rn0TI(It2),COE NSA08275
<<1RMAT(IHC37X7H(	 FlI..4,4H	 ♦ I	 Ell .4,3H	 )T/8HO	 (	 E11.4,4H	 •1	 , NSAC82(31
1	 E11.4,4H	 )	 F//) NSAC8282
!)n	 ?0	 K=1,100 NSA08?95




V AR (2 ) = S RUIT ( 2 ) •T ( K I	 NSA03241
CALL CXEXP(VAR,SMULT)	 N SA C8292
C. At- L CXMULT(F NOM 9SMULT,VAP 	 NSA C8295
2G F- (K) = F1 K) • VAR(I)	 NSAC8296
N P IT^1 , 14C) TRNS,I TIK1rFIK),K = 1,100)	 NS AC92I7
40 FO,21AT (1 7^411APULSE 0ESPUNSE//511 T1 ME, 14X, 10A ME 12.4 ,E 23. 8)1 	 NSA0R300
CALL PIJITP(TrF,1001	 NSA 04115
RETOWN	 N SA C931 0
Lyn	 NS403315
151
Sil l ' tOUTI'41
	 PLnTRI X.Y.NI NSA08320
1 )1' 1 I-P IS1 1 ) ^I	 XI	 11. Y(	 I)#GLI2) rVL(2).OT(21•XP(ll).RC(62).A(101) NSA04375
LL 141 IN 10ATA NSAC8126
DA 	 A	 C. 1LK/ 1 1 1+9 111	 / iVSA C8330
C	 =	 .IHJW, 042_F17 NSACIt331
'ILK	 = .Pil`9401RF00 NSAC9332
P Cl	 l) =	 I.[ 2 q NSAd336A
I C(2) =	 1.E 79 NSA8316P
O C(3) =	 1.F?7 NSA83174
PC ( It =	 1.17'6 NSAe3378
1X151 =	 I.F?5 NSA A133A
PC 1(,) =	 1.17 74 NSA8334H
4C1 7) =	 1.E 23 NSA8339A
R C (3) =	 1.F27 NSA8339H
KC1'/1 =	 1 .F?1 NSA 83414
RC(II) =	 1.E20 NSAt-34IB
RClIII =	 1.E19 NSAd342A
RC( 121 =	 1.F 18 NSAP_{473
R 	 I	 131 =	 1.1717 NS Ad343A
IC1141 =	 1.F16 NS 41143 (3
'tC(15 ) =	 I .E15 NSA ?344A
RC	 16) =	 1.1714 NSAe3449
I)C(17) =	 1.F13 NSA 93464
40 I'll =	 1.1' 12 NS t.634r,H
RC( 1 Q ) =	 1.E 11 NSA3347".
RC(? , )) =	 I . F 1 0 NSA8147ti
"F.('1'11 =	 1 .F9 NSA8I48A
RC(?2) =	 1.178 NS4P343'4
RC( 7 3) =	 1. F"7 NSA8341A
R C l ?4) =	 1 .F 6 NS A83499
R
	
I	 'S) =	 I.E5 NSAH151 A
R C ( 7 6 =	 1.E4 NSA61518
, iC(27) =	 1.173 NSA8157A
RCMP) =	 1.172 NSAd35M
RC	 9) =	 I.FI NSA63534
RCI 30) =	 1.F :1C NSA8353H
kut	 il) =	 I.F-1 NS4A3544
RC13?) =	 1.F-? NSA8354H
R C ( I I I =	 1.F-3 N SIX P356A
RC(141 =	 l.F-4 NSA P35-33
RC( 35) =	 1.I -5 NSAH357A
lC(
	
3(,) =	 1.I- NSAd357n
RCM) =	 I.f-7 NSA8354A
RC139 ) =	 I .E-8 NSAP35d9
R C119) =	 1.F-Q NS4rthlA
P C(401 = 1 NSA 8IAI'll
R C	 14 =	 1.F-11 NS AS162A
RC..142) =	 1.F-12 NSAJ3n23
Q C. 1431 =	 1.E-13 NSAH36IA
R C(44 ) =	 1 .F-14 NSAP3,519
RCI451 =	 1.F-15 NSAP3644













	 =	 1.1-17 NSA8366A
11 1.	 ti I	 =	 l.F-18 NSA83b1,R
Nr.1491
	 =	 1 .F-19 NSA2167A
11 CI`>01	 =	 1.F- 7 0 NSA 23673
'4 Cl	 1)	 =	 1.!:-21 14S.18364A
'Cl5?)	 =	 1.F-22 VSAg363'3
kC151)	 =	 1.F-23 PIS Ab3c,9A
4C U,4 	 =	 1.F-24 NSAd3b7R
FC1551	 =	 I.r -25 NSAE371A
RC l')6	 =	 1 . F-26 N SA .93711
o r( 57)	 =	 1.F-?7 '4SAE37?A
^C1	 1) 131	 =	 l.' = -28 tiSA33723
ItC( 5 O )	 =	 1 . F-29 NS1F371 A
PC(
	 f-I	 =	 I.r-10 NSAo;7311
kC(',1	 =	 l.F-31 NSAP174A
Icc ( "? 1
	 =	 1 . 1. -32 NSA e 1743
I)AT11r r.11),I = 1,E2)/1.F2991.E2d,I
	 F27 III .E26,I.E25,I.E24,I
	
123, 1SAc.4i-1r
l. ! 2 ?,I. Ell,1.F ?Os 1.E19,I.E18,1.F179I.FI6,1.E15,I.E14, NSA^-1195
1.f	 13, 1.Fli., I.F11, 1.F 10, 1.F9, 1.FR,1.17,1.F6,1.F5,1.F4, 1S1.,::A"43
I .! i,I .F2,I
	 FI, l., I.I- l, 1. E - 29 1.E-3,	 I.E-4, 1.E-5,1.E -6, NS's%-1195
1.E-70.F-R,I.F- Q ,1.L-10,1.F-11,1.E-1291.E-13, I.F-l4, NSACa41)
I.I-15,1.1-1 6 ,1.E-17,1.E-18,1.1-19,1.E-20,1.E-21,1.E-22, NS,,Oi4)i
I.F-?',1.F-?4,1.F-25,1.1-26,1.E-27,1.1-?8,1.E-24,1..E-30, NSA-)-141^
I1) NSA C l , 2)
X M AX =x l l	 1 N51 C^42i
YM I N=Y11 ► N5A C•1431,
Y'1AX=Y( 1) NS4( X435
1) , 1	 1	 1	 = 2,,, NS AC iY41
x'+AX=A"AX 1l X'1A X, X  1 1 ► NS AC:1445
X 	 IN= A"I NJI I X 1 IN, X 11) 1 NSA0-1'.5^
YN1x=APAXI (Y 1 1AX,YII1) NSA('=45h
Y''1 1 1 =A I' t III	 IY'4I N,Y (1 SAC-11,0C
r.ONTI NI
 It `.SA:,l4o5
1 ;L1 11= X "1AX-XMIN NSA r-447^
',L121=YMAX-Y'41N NSA,)t++7`,
I) , I	 I')	 .)=1,7 .'.540.1'.-1)




IF	 ((UT1.1)1-IkCII11)	 5,5,6 NcAOg5n0
CIP11	 I!,IiIE NSAOyti'I5
1)T lA) =1 .E-3? NS 40^", I 1^
;f	 Tit	 10 14SACQ515
C. 	 = tC l I I N SA C95,'J




	 11111,7,11187 NS	 I)
IF	 (	 OTI.)1	 -	 FL I IAT(K) O Ck	 )	 9,7,1 NSA0"i41
CANT iP4 1 IF NSAC•154^
A IJI = 'C(I-1) NSAC'15*N
:1)	 fit	 1	 Il NSAC'155')
'AP I
	
TF(	 3,	 I C , )) NS AO 15-10
153
QFT'IRN NSA08560
1 1 I TIJI =TLFAT IKI t CR NSAC8565
10 VI(JI = . 5« (FII]AT(3 - J1 +50.*DT(JI - GL(J11 14SAC8570
I1 )IX =XMI N-VLI LI NSA08575
1 IPY= YMA X+VL 1 21 NSA08580
') = AISI III ITX I NSA08535
REM=A!•1Unit1.
 PT ( I) 1 NSA09590
U=i1- a C M NSAC4595





1=n-PF M NSAOH61 5
TnPY=;I;N(U, TOP Y)+nT(2) NSA08620
DXP=11.t, nT II ) NSAC862.5
Orl
	 1 7	 1	 =	 1	 .6 NSA 086 30
l7 XP(II='111TX+I`LOAT(I-II*OXP*2.0 14SAOR615
0 1 T L(	 1,	 1^ I 1 NS A0864 1
OY2=.5I*nT(71 NSA08645
DO	 22	 JJ = 1 , 51 NSA C9650
I = JJ-I N SA CP655
) )	 I h5	 J	 =	 l	 ,5l NSA CN660
165 A( J) = 01-K NS A08665
YN=T 11)Y-1I OAT II1 !'UT12.) NSAOH670
0 1 )
	 19	 J=	 It 14 NSA09675
IF	 (IA'liiYN-Y(JI))-IOY211	 3118 H, 31188, 18 NSAC9680
1119<I L = 1+IFIXI. 5i+IX(JI-P 1 TX)/07(11) NSAC8685
L	 =	 L/2 NSA09687
A(L)=C NSAOA690
18 CONTINUI NSA08695
I F	 ( ('1001 I t
	7 1)	 11 189, 20 r 31189 NSAOA700
IIIb9 WRITEI 4 ,1 11 2)	 (A(J),	 J	 =	 1.51	 1 NSACB706
,F	 Tn 22 NS408710
20 Y^ 1 TEI 3r 1C3)	 YN,IA(J) rJ	 =	 1 r51	 1 NS408716
22 CI"VTIN IA NSA08720
nT(
	 1)	 =	 '.(? b')T( 1) NSA0872.2
1 4 0 ITF (3, 1 0 4 )	 (XP(	 I ),	 I	 =	 1,61 NSA08725
:9I+ITF(Itl'05)
	 X M AX,XMIN,YMAX,YMIN,OTII),0T121 NS408731
RF TIJ4N NS408735
100 FnR'1AT( III110X?C43PL n T	 RANGE	 T(in	 LARGE	 1 NSACA740
1"I F')P-4 AT(11112XI11 a .519X1H*)112X,53(IH*)1 NSA08746
102 F(lu'AAT ( 12X IF*, 514 1,
	
I11 0 ) NSA08791
103 FJ u 4AT(IXF 9 .2,3H	 ",
	
51A], ?H**) NSA09756
104 1 17 1 MAT (12X r 51 (1 F1" ) / 4 X,6 I9X 1 H* 1/ IIX , EQ.2, 5( E9.2, IX) N SA C8761
105 r 0P'4AT1/IX511XMAX = F12.5r3X6HXMIN	 = C12.5,3X6HYMAX	 = E12.5r3X// NSA09766
1611	 YMIN=F 17. 5,1X7HXINCR	 = E12.5,3X7HYINCR	 =E12.5///1 NSA04770
FN NSA08775
154
51 I Wf11JT1"11 f.X M ULT(7A9ZB,7MULT1 NSAC8940
A-AFNS111N 1A( 2),111( 2),ZMIILT(2) NSAOR945
I'll ILT (
	 I) ZAI	 11 *In( 11-7A1 ?)*7B(?) NSA08950
V40L1171	 = 1A(7)*19111
	 •	 7A(1)*7R(2) NSA08955
417 TIIU O1 NSAC8960
FN r ) NSACS965
SO Q I10TINF CXfTIV(IA,Zrt,ZDIV) NSA08970
1) 1 m FNS FIN 7 Al 71,19( 2)
	 1.1)1 V( 2) NSA08975
A	 =	 1 1 (1)*7 1 (1) *	 19(2)	 *ZN(2) NSA08980
in(VI1I	 = IZA(1)^ZB(I)
	 *	 1A(7)*ZR(211/4 NSA08985
II)IV( 7	= IZAl2)*ZR111
	 -ZA(1)*ZR(21	 )/A NSACS990
RPTI1{N NSAC8Q95
F. NSA09000
;11fiu1)IjrI^1I Cxr xP114,ZFXPI NSA09005
11 M FNS V1 /A(7),	 LFxhl 71 NSA09010
AM I	 =	 Fr p (ZA(1 )	 1 NSA09015
IIY1'(11	 = AMAG*C rSIIA17)
	 1 NSAC9020
/r X^171
	 - AMA,*;I NI IA171
	 1 NSA00075
` F T ' lI "N NSA090 30
L'l1) NS A090 35
155
IS014 1 " 1 111 T	I"!F	 I SANAL NSA09040
C1;M •1Cl'J
	
1 0 A A NSA09045
r, 1 1N v 0 1`,	 n(',) I, c1 15" I f HTRWNT 1 10C I, HTNrINT( 100 )• P HWVT( 300) ► HMAG1 300) ► NSAC9050
I	 1 11-11;(1 ,)O).^ 1 11M A 001,ERR(IR(300),LOGW11101.ZO4LG(300)901142(2000) NSAC9055
(,')4'4'111	 1V1)(4^).IVT(401,IC1)1401,ID0(401,1CL1401,IST(401, NSAC9060
IGFI /+JI• IJTAG(4^1 •IK TA. 1401 •Z140) ► NE NSA09065
I,
 D'+ +'IN	 ROIITK150.2) 9 RO f ITI1 50, 21,I NO) RT,0UMY1199) NSAO9070
f, 1M + 'ul
	 Lf1)'lrl In, 401,LPATH( IU,40),NLCN(40),I START NSA09075
n^Mrl
	 SCnN11ilI,SJAY11)I1,SK AY( III	 SJKZ1811•SJZKO(911, NSAC9040
4SJ'1K11 • 11	 ).SJK(1( r 1I	 ) PISA 09015)






	 11Fl	 ,THI,FLOW,FHIG4,F1)EL 9 C,T NSAOyO9ti
F. 1 )'4`1ON
	 NTYPFIN1IA"1Di 11.WOANDI 11, PASSrASTOP,ICYCLF NSA09100
1 11 Mr 1`1`,IWO	 DX(31,H121 9 T()IFRR150	 WFEO11) NSAO9I)5
![AI	 I	 1 ;,v NSAC9110
1 ,11 ) F'II r toTl - 47H	 PRI)GRgM	 RESTRICTS	 TOTAL	 STEPS
	
TO	 330) NSA 09115
1)I 1 1 1111ATI WH	 14 ,'(; A r I VE 
	
NUMHEU	 OF	 RA NU	 STEPS) 14SA09I?r)
10? 1	 IWI IT( I'l	 ,4X•1111	 LOr;( r )MI ,A1,6X,"I
	
OfA E,A,11X,1511	 200 LOG( ABS IH)1//INSAO'412`i
1	 )3 1'1 01AT (	 I 	 , 4x, 11H	 LOG ( OALGA1,hX,614	 CI MFGA , IIXII II	 PHASE	 OF	 H//1 NSA0911)
I O tt f nR 44T ( 11 1	,4X , 1111	 LO I ;I HMFGAI, 6X, 611	 OME(;A 12x, I411MAGN1 TUDE	 OF	 4	 //1 NSAC91 35
1 r)'i FOR1ATI	 ''.H	 NO	 SAND	 ST FPS	 SPFCIFIF f)) NSA C O 140
IUh f 1 IR'IAT( 1, 111	 N'1	 POINTS
	 S')ECIFIFO	 IN	 RANGE	 OF	 L (NEAR	 PHASE	 SHIFT 1 NSAC9145
11)I I I IR'IA T(5X,1(L IS. 8.?)()I NSA0915)
1'N FIK M AIIItil) NSA09155
1)a f'I1+AM ( I V , V)H RFQUIRED	 PASS
	 UANI	 MAGNITUDE
	 =	 IF 15. 8//7x, NSA09160
1	 1?H	 Rr i t ) l r'FD	 STOP	 1JANU MAGNITUDE
	 =	 ,E1 S .8//1 NSAC4l65
II	 I F0 4 'A AT I IX,17H	 REQUIRED	 PASS
	
NAND	 INSERTION	 LOSS
	 =	 . EI5.8//7X 9 NSA C I O 170
?	 11'1
	 I;F')IlI RFF1	 STOP	 RAN D )	 l NSEPT ION	 LOSS	 =	 , F15.8// ) NSA0y175
I11 I 1 1 1? v AT( IX,4W1	 SI.OPF	 IN	 9F.,RLLS	 nF	 PHASE	 SHIFT	 PER	 RADIAN	 =	 9E15.R NsAV,;1-47
i	 //	 1X.1)11
	 M AXIMWA 	 I'C9UIRFD	 PHA SF	 SHIFT	 =	 ,E15.A//I NSA091rIS
IL? F r1J 'IAT( 1 5H	 I li)	 I'I) TNT S	 SPfCIF110	 IN	 CENTER	 8AN01 NSA 04190
11l ICPYV	 T('111	 TCTFRRI	 I1 9 4HI	 =	 ,E15. 11 1 NSAC9191
r411T ; 1 1	 -	 NIiAN IM )	 ► 	 NRANDM
	
r	 N'LIAND (3) NSAC9?00
IF 1 `! 11'x'1-+0C)
	
9, 9, 7 NSA0020S
9 IF('1141 1 .11)	 %6i,64 NSA09210
4 J R I I	 F	 (	 i,	 112) NSAC9215
1 4 1 TOR14 NSAO'+220
1 Wi +I	 T  I"t ,I('^ 1 NSACQ?25
R1	 Illr,r ) NSA09230
8 W'II Ti
	 1	 1,	 1P11 NSAC92 55




4  IIp N NSAC9260
64 'iFrJ(	 1)	 =	 IP.0 • +W I iANJ( l) NSA09265
IF f 11 ? )
	 =	 I0.0**W11	 jD( 21 NSA09270
,4FFI;(
	 I)	 =	 I f1 .0+ + W9A 1111(
	 1) NSA09215
ICYCI F	 =	 ICYCLF	 •	 1 NSA C92-i0




	 -	 1	 141.41 .42 NSAC9290
42 NiR'Jl,ll	 =	 NTYPF	 -	 I NSA09095
156
41 LINT	 I . 1!)( NSA09300





14 IF I'LSANO(	 0 l	 N , l5, 76 NSA 09315
75 JXl
	 II	 =	 1 M%,;VJI)1 ?)	 -	 Wt1ANl)I 1) ) /NRAND(l1 NSA09370
1)X1'1
	 =	 1 :'iA'J 1 11	 1)	 -	 491M)( 7))/N3A 1` JD(2) NSA09125
ITYPI	 = NSA09139
rr t  77 NSAC9119
lh 4	 =	 I t ill 1611 0 WFF ,)I11-NAANIIIII*WFEQ(3)1/INBANDI71*NBAND131) 14SAC9340
11	 1	 41	 1	 /ri, 1 N ,	 19 NSA09345
18 JI	 -	 AF F I) 1	 1 1/ 1 C. 0 NS A09 350
79 1111	 P	 =	 AI UGln1'4L I NSA09355
DX 11 1	 (wiW10( 1 1	 WLEXPI/NHAN0111 NSA 09150
71 )X 1? 1
	 =	 14iIIANDI?	 -	 W 	 AND( 1 1 1/NIIAND171 N SA C9365
0X( 11	 =	 I WIAN' I I11	 -	 W-1ANI)I711/NRAND131 NSACQ1?0
I TY"I	 =	 1 NSAC')375
I 1 rI I • J T	 It, I If NS A09 190
C IFFININr,	 P:q'I JR. .n
	
SPEC IT IC ATIIIN
	 ARRAYS	 F.	 FREQUENCY	 ARRAY NSA09385
NITRI
	 =	 1 NSAC9490
II	 IVIANU111
	 )	 '1 9 7,I NSAC91')5
1 'JI	 I t I	 =	 '0 AND II I NSA09400
0	 (0	 1	 -	 1	 rNI TRI NSA0140".
J=	 N 1 TN l-
	 I	 r	 l NS A014 10
LI)';41 J )
	 =	 WHANDI ITYPF)	 -	 11	 -	 11*D XI 11 NSAC9415
1 1 ; M rt;1 JI	 =	 10 . r **LI)r,WIJ 1 NSACa470
'ITPwVTI II
	 =	 AST 13P NSACd475
10 'II N J'J T( I 1	 =	 A STI'P NSAC9430
2 I I (JRAN 1( 7)	 )	 N,4,3 NSA0Q435
3 N IT', 7	 =	 :41 T:^ 1
	 +	 N9ANn( JI NSAn9440
VIT A 	=	 "JITPI
	 *	 1 NSA09445)r	 11	 1	 =	 NIT RI, P11 IT NSAC94ti0
J _ NI 111  - I + N I T R I NSAC9455
LIL;W( J)	 =	 W11A 14I)( I TYPE+I)	 -	 11	 -	 NI T k I 1*DX 12 1 NSAC9460
In"FG1 J 1	 =	 ln.C**L0GW1 JI NS A094b`+
IITPW 1JT 11 1	 =	 PASS NSA09410
I I IINWN111)	 =	 PASS NSAO)475
I I 1NIANDI I )	 I	 R ,6,5 NSAC9490
'll T43








Irl	 l7	 I	 =	 NITR2,NI Tu3 NSA09495
1	 =	 '4111 1 3	 -	 I	 •	 N111t2 NSArv510
L.IIG4IJI	 =	 W`!ANn(ITYPE+2)
	 -	 IT	 -	 4ITR2)*nX(31 NSA C1505
1(M I G1.))	 =	 I	 ).n**L11(;WI.I I NSA C9510
-114 WA 1111
	 =	 ASIrP NSA 04515
17 , II'V4NTIII	 =	 AST-w NSA09521
1, IR	 1It1	 1, I M ^i1 NSA09525
G I )	 TI)	 (^. I,	 7`l, 71, h q ,	 10 9 11 ),NTYPE NSA095 30(.' ► WR ITLI i,109 )	 PASS,	 ASTI)P NSACl)`i35
Nj	 Ir1i,1 041 NSA C9540
• ; I I 	 1 . )	 77 NSA09545
11 WRIT!.( 1, 11^1
	 PASS	 ASTOP NSA09550
Wk ITE1
	 1, l^7) NSA09555
157
4';T!	 T f)	 17 N SA C9560
11 0 14 11 , I I 	 I  I	 PASS,ASTnP NSAC9565
t1l'1
	
11	 1	 '. 1 t''	 3) NSA09570
17 Ln	 l T 1')l11 NSA09575
')T	 I''^)	 =	 0 NSA09540
1 113AX	 =	 ASIT11 1 NSA 09585
I CI I	 C. K	 =	 11 N SA C9590
9` 	 24	 1	 =	 1	 ,NF31 1 ;H NSA09595
w	 =	 7 o M r ';11) NSA09630
BALI,
	 TL' 4 P1. Xl1 0.C,W,II) NSA37605
II 14A .( I 1	 =	 S PT I	 HI I I t'll(	 I 1	 ♦ 	 H( 2)*HI 71	 1 NSA09610
G(I	 111P I, ?I t??,?49? It22),NTYPF NSAr19615
?1 4L0 1 '.111	 =	 2r.n* At, nrl0(WAAG( I1	 ) NSACQ^,I /
HNP iri3 9 107I	 LnGNl1191r mFG(II,HLOG(I1 NSA 09675
;;t)	 T'1	 ?4 Nsao1h30
77 X 111,1(11	 -	 ATANIHl2) /H( l)	 )•57.29577959 NSA09615
r. ,f TT I l'r r,	 Ah r Lr	 IN	 CORRECT	 U11A11RANT NSA09h40
(VFt	 =	 0 NSA 09645
10	 =	 1, NSACW50
If	 (1(2)1	 1 r 493OR.101 NSA 09 x,55
4(, 1 I F 1)1(	 1) 1	 3x2, 31 I, 303 NS A09660
4n2 1 1 )	 =	 2 NS A04665
rfl	 TO	 107 NSA09n7:)
1n3 1')	 =	 1 NSAC	 75
;T;	 TO	 107 N SA CghHn
404 If ('ll	 II )	 305,311,317 6 NSAC7695
105 1')
	 =	 i NSA09h90
G()	 T'1	 W 1 NS A09695
A ri6 10	 =	 4 N ;A09790
r;()	 Tn	 in i NSAC97J5
30,1 IF	 ( 1 11111	 i;)) , 414,i10 NSA014710
309 1	 "I	 =	 1Hr NSA09715
6 1 1	 1' 1 	407 NS A0) 7?0
i10 IPF, 	=	 0 NSA0Q725
q '1	 T 1 1	 407 14SA09730
111 IF 1 1 11211	 4 12,114,311 NSAC9735
II7 IP'I	 =	 -90 NSACa740
;.1	 T11	 107 NSACn745
313 IP H	 =	 '40 NS A09 750
Go TO	 117 NSA(19755
314 W P ITT(3.i15) NSA C l) 11,0
il I F!iP'A AT(///W7I
	 OFGENERATE	 CASE	 FOR	 PHASE	 ANGLE///1 NSAC1765
301 111
	
1')	 1705,201 ,703,705,2041 r1Q NSA 09770
?01 PAIN( 1 1	 =	 PIII1111 11	 •	 140.0 NS409715
..7	 T1	 ?05 NS A097.10
20 1 PHIH( I1	 =	 P F11H1 1) 	-	 190.0 NSA097d5
GI)	 T')	 7 1 ti NISAC9790
204 Pit 1 , i l 1	 I	 =	 1 P14 0 1	 .0 N SA C91 ;15
'C', liVT1 11 1 Jr - NSA09A00
L	 IT 1	 TH1 T	 P HIHI 11	 IS	 WI THIN	 160	 DEGREES	 (If	 PHMAX NSA09835
11 1 l- 1 )	 204, 706, 709 NS AO )F%1 0










701 C."A I I NUf NSA09875
7UH N	 :	 'J	 -	 I NSA09830
04 A11 1 )	 =	 N a il';N(	 i60.0,P111H(1)) NSA09835




^?ti i r flL1)	 =	 1Q NSA C9141130
;fl	 III	 'll NSA04H55
27: IFI PII- l•ICI	 711,777,221 NSAOv9o0
77! ICr•' f;K	 =	 I NSA049^5
G 1 1	 f !I	 7,1 1 NSA 01810
204 C,UNTINUF N%A09875




7'3 ,771 .,272 NSA C98BU
>27 1F l l)-`,1	 73C,27C,77C N S A C #,14S
721 IF I	 I)-5)	 774,129,778 NSA0119)
l2M I V (IP14-1 1 ')	 770,;.2'),720 NSA09H)5
77'' ICI	 f C. 	 =	 1 NSAC9')0)
()	 T 1 !	 77n NSAC9905
71 C'IF'_ K	 =	 n NSA C'191)
I 'A K I'J %,	 U 	 C I SI ON NSA09') 15
1 I 1 ^' 1 4 1 HI	 I )- I'10 1	 215, 270, 2 16 NS An') 120
774 1". JT4	 =	 10 NSA 09975
;L	 T'I	 I7?n, 111, 211, 270, 2701, IOHLD NSAC)QT)
211 ',(-.	 T 1 1	 I'2n,111,713r?20r2?.1,1!7NEW NSACV)35
21	 { IfITONI -^-IU I 'LD)	 115,220,116 NSAC9940
TH,"If()	 CL O (,KWISE	 (CW) NSAO')')45
215 AT'1P.'J	 =	 NTIP)N	 -	 t NSAov)5I)
G,I
	 TO	 7?^ NS40') J55
I!) q %F 0	 CCUNT L P CL9CKW IC E	 ( CCW 1 N SA C9')6)
71 f, NTIJ P N	 =	 NTURN	 •	 1 NSAC'1965
7l7 1 1 4TI M I IF NSAC997f)
'I 1 A!)J -)	 =	 NTORN 0 16n.0 NSA09475
Pl , 11(I )	 =	 1 'H 111111	 ♦ 	 PHAODI
	 •	 1)HA:)D2 NSA099')0
11);11)	 =	 IU NSAn4945
271 Cf1\TI Nil 1!' NSAC9990
WPIIFII,1071
	 LF)(;WI1I,7CMFGIII, OHIHIII NSAC9995
. 1	 TH	 ?4 VSA10010
?i 'WkITF(39107)	 L IIGW(II,ZOMCG(II	 HMA(,(1) NSAIr015
24 COW )NILE NSA1C,)l0
f RRTI)T	 =	 0. e) NSA 1001 S
:F	 In	 1	 7 +,7 7,71,25,77,291	 ,	 NTYPE NSA 100?C
MA ,^11 IMF	 F-(R'1R NS1 10C'7'
25 ) ' I	 l(,	 1	 =	 I. Nil I,;H NSA1000
^1 1 WIJ ( I I
	 =	 ICTRWNTI 1 )
	 -	 H M AG( I I NS A1^') 15
?6 rRPTOT	 =	 (PRTUT	 ,	 ERROR( II OERROR(11 NSAlUU4)
;V	 T n 4() NSAIO045
fiLI.I'A! l
	
FNRrR NSA 1 f 050
21 )'1	 ''9	 I	 =	 I NSA )0055
T RR') ,
 ( I l	 =	 IIINwNT( 1 I	 -	 HLOGI11 14SA11060
1H FuRTOT	 =	 FRPT(1T	 ,	 LR p 001I I	 •	 ERROR( 1) NSA100-s5
f,li	 Tit	 41) NSAIC070
OfFIN!NG	 LINFAP	 PHASE	 SHIFT N$A10075
C.
L
29 `111 + I	 =	 4 NSA1G090
T	 =	 PAS; NSA100rl5
P1,i1x	 =	 ASTOP NS 410040
F 1 4 11 A l l 01 1 1	 )A	 32. 30 NSA10095
30 1;1TR1
	 =	 NPAN)(1 1 NSA 10100
WI	 11	 1	 =	 l .NITRI NSA 10105
31 Pit 6NT1II
	 =	 PH MAX NSAI')ll)
32 Cn 1 JTINl1F NSAIP115
If	 I I HA	 'J0(?)	 )ti t 35, 33 NSA10120
31 N ITR?	 =	 N ITRI
	 +	 NBANR( 21 NSA 10125
NI1-4I
	 =	 NITkI	 +	 l NSA 10130
PIIMIN	 =	 PH4.1X	 -	 T+I 14FEO(ITYPE+ 11 	-	 WFEU( ITYPEI I NSA 10135
ill14
	 I	 =	 NI T-)1
	 t	 NI TR2 V$A17147
J	 =	 N1I R 2	 -	 I	 +	 NITRI NSAIC145
.4.1	 =	 1G.0* s (WriAN0 1 ITYPE+I)-(1-NITRI)+nX(2) 	 ) NSAI0150
34 PH,rVT (J)
	
=	 1 3 11MAX	 -	 T +IWJ
	 -	 WFFO( ITYPE)) NSA 10155
IF(Y r iAND(i)	 II)r39,'4 6 NS410160
^6 NI 1 1t 	 =	 NI TR?	 +	 NIiAND131 NSA 10165
NIT-t2
	 =	 NI IRL	 +	 I NSA 1011.1
D')	 17	 l	 =	 NIIR;.,NITR3 NSA10175
17 PH.J'JI ( 11
	 =	 P HM IN NSA Inl i0
391 CnNTIV I )( NSA 1 0 1 35
C P1IISr	 FRRIIR NSA 1C1)0




	 -	 PHIHI l) NSAl0211171
39 ERRTOT	 =	 FR ff UIT	 +	 ERROR(I)+ERRORM NSAln215
40 T [IT FPO I ICY CLEI
	 =	 FPRTJT NSA10?I)
wRITF(3,1131	 iCYCLF,TnTERR(ICYCL V) NSA 10215
r,(1	 Tn	 1	 43 t 41 t 41 t 61 961 9 61	 1,	 NTYPE VSA 10720
43 GALL	 ,CALE( T RR1)R.NHIGH 9 EMAX t FMIN) 14SA10225
CALL	 I 'LOTS(Z0MC1;tERRi)R,ERRnR, 2.1.4,NHIGH.3,1TTLF,EMAX,E 14I l::11 NSA10?IJ
X 11
	 1') P1`1 NS41^' 3 11
61 CONTINIIE NSA10240
Y MI ^I	 =	 AST OP N SA 10245
Y u AC	 =	 P ASS NSA 10250
;n	 !P	 I	 4 q , 50,55
	 1	 NBPNCH NSn10255
45 CA( L	 SCAL I I HMAG, Nil IGH t HMG MAX,HM(-,Ml N) NS A10?60
11= 1HAGMAX-f'ASS 1
	
47, 47, 46 NSA112.55
46 YMAX	 =	 HMCMA`( NSA 1027)




	 =	 HM, y 1N NSA 10230
49 CALL	 PLOTS( C:)•MEGrHTRWNT.4MAGs2r1.4 t NHIFiH93tlTTLErYMAXrYMIN911 NSAIO235
RETURN NSA102)0
50 CALL	 SCALF(HLOG,NHIGH.HINMAX.HINMIN) NSA In?91)
IFIHIN N AX -PASS )
	 52,52 9 51 NSA10300
51 Y'A AX	 =	 i 11 N u AX NSA 10.05
52 IF I'll N' 4 1 N-	 ASTOP) 53	 54,54 NSA 10310
51 YMIN
	 =	 HINMIN NSA103111
54 CALL	 PLnTSILUMFrtHIN4NT,11LnG,2 9 1 9 4,NHIG4.3 9 ITTLE,YMAX,YMIN,l1 NSA1Q'i?0
PFTP IRPI NSA1^325
55 YMAX	 =	 111 1MAX NSAIC330




57 YMAX = FHMX
58 IF(PHMN YMIN) 59,60,60













S(IHRn(IT I N F RERUN
r;nNMFIN IDATA
C'114 40N
	 INC125r421,D11M5(5431rM,NoDUM4I32051( 1)'iM11N	 1)UMl( 170)
I, [0 1 4401,01J')7(401,IST(401 1 DUM3140) 1JTA:,140) tIKTAG14C1.1(401,M2
r.WAM11 1 1	 IV')[-I40), IVTF(40),IFL(.)RJ140),[KN(40) ,IEKN(40),
VIN1401,I PAT 11(401,JPAT14(401, 1AA1401, 1AAA140)
r_OMM11N
	 LCFJNC(10.4nI,L PAT H1 I f) ,401,NLCN(40), ISTART
Cn'3'4n^J
	 SCnNIRI),SJAYIHI),SKAY(91),SJKZIHI)rSJZKO(91),
)SJOK11 811, SJKn1 811
rl)	 AN(41), Ant 411, IAN 2,1AD2rRAT
CC4 141N NRr)PI1019TH;,1LOw,FHIGH,FDEL,CC,T
Cr)N N nN NTYPF,NBANC1'3I WPANU('AI, PASS ,AST]P,ICYCLE
(:n'I'VIN N'1PT,MHSAV'.',NITFR,JITER, NJOV AR, LSAVE1401, DEL TA(40I
^ n .,A'4nN ZnRIG140).AL PHA ,(3FTA,IPOWFR
J ITF Q = J I TER + 1
IF I'J 11 FR-J I T FR) 5, lot
11AQT = N 1V AR + 3
')n 4 1 = IBFT,'4 1SAVE
If (ALPHA) 20,7
)FL TAI I I = WmP *ZnRIGI I )
;n T'1 4
DFLTAII ► = HCTA+(ZSAVF( I)A+IPOWER)
CnNT I`)t)E
RE FURN

































C N1	 = DEGREE	 OF	 POLYNOMIAL NSA10525
C POLYNOMIAL
	 ARRANGED	 IN ASCENDING POWER NS410530
C COEFFICIENT OF	 HIGHEST	 POWER	 IS NORMALIZED TO	 1-n NSA10535
C RATIO	 USED TO KEEP CONSTANT MULTIPLIER CORRECT NSA10540
C NPOL=),CHECKING NUMERATOR,NPOL-2,C HECK ING DENOMINATOR NSA10545
DIMENSION	 All) NSA10550
PMAX	 =	 10.0**37 NSA10555
RATIO
	 =	 1.0000000 NS410560
C CHE-^ K	 TO SEE	 IF	 ANY COEFFICIENT	 IS	 GREATER THAN 10.0**37 NSA10565
DO	 l	 i	 1,N1 NSA10570
IF( PMAX	 -	 ABS 1 AI I))) 2, 2, L NSA10575
1 CONTINUE NSA10580
N[	 =	 N1	 F	 1 N S4 10585
C FIND	 LARGEST COEFFICIENT NSA10590
AMAX	 =	 ABSIA( 111 NSA10595
DO	 6	 1	 =	 2,N2 NSA 10600
IF(ABS(A(l))	 -	 AMAX)	 6,69 5 NSA10605
5 AMAX	 =	 ABSIA( I)) NSA10610
6 CONTINUE NS4 10615
GO TO	 7 NS4106ZO
2 WRITE) 3, 1001 NSA10625
100 FORMATI//55H NORMALIZATION, FOR MULLER
	 WOULD CAUSE	 EXPONENT OVERFLONSA10630
LW//) NSA10635
RE TURN NS4 10640
7 EXP4X =	 ALOG10(AMAX) NSA10645
C RMS NURMALIZATION CHOSEN IF	 ANY COEFFICIENT GREATER THAN 10.0**20 NSAID650
IFIEXPMX-20.01
	 8,13,13 NSA10655
13 SQSUM = 0.0 NSA 10660
00	 14	 1	 =	 I	 N2 NS4 10665
14 SQSUM	 =	 A(I)*A(I)
	 *	 SQSUM NSAL0670
DIV	 =	 SQRT( SQSUM) NS A10675
00	 15	 1	 =	 1,N2 NS Al 0680
15 All)	 =	 A(II/DIV NSA10685
GO TO	 116,181,NPOL NSA10690
16 RATIO	 =	 Dl V NSA 10695
WRI TE( 391051 NSA 10700
L05 FOR4AT I//36H NUMERATOR RMS NORMALIZED FOR MULLER//) NSA10705
RETURN N SA 10710
LB RATIO =	 RATIO/DIV NSA 10715
WRITE( 3, 110) NSA10720
110 FORMATI//38H DEMONINATOR RMS NORMALIZED FOR MULLER//1 NSA10725
RETURN NSA10730
8 GO	 TO	 (209221,NPOL NSA10735
20 WRITE(39115) NSA10740
115 FORMAT(//48H	 NUMERATOR NORMALIZATION FOR MULLER NOT REQUIRED//) NSAL0745
RETURN NSA10750
22 WR IT E( 3, 120 1 NSA! 0755
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